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Foreword

As flight control systems become capable of providing a variety
of aircraft response types and aircraft flight envelopes expand
to include a wider range of angle of attack and speed, the
ability to predict flying qualities becomes increasingly
difficult. Traditional parameters, such as modal characteristics
and time delay, cannot totally capture the relationship of
aircraft dyramics, task performance and pilot workload. The
success of che Handling Qualities During Tracking flight test
"technique Led to the thought that a series of demonstration
maneuvers could be defined for a variety of tasks which would
augment the normal aircraft flying qualities description. In
order to be useful, such maneuvers must be well-defined and
suited to testing, must relate to the operatioral use of the
vehicle and must be sensitive to parameters used in the design
process.

The research documented in this four-volume report series haL
developed a process by which these maneuvers can be defined and
validated as well as an initial set of maneuvers aimed primarily
at agility and the high-angle-of-attack flight regime. A key
word here is initial, limited resoucces did not allow this effort
to address all aircraft types or missions. It is hoped that as
various agencies and companies conduct their own research, they
will develop additional or modified maneuvers- and add them to
this existing set. This process will allow the maneuvers to keep
pace with the changes in aircraft technology and operational
missions and tasks. New maneuvers should be sent to WL/FIGC 2,
WPAFB OH, 45433-7531. An updated set of maneuvers and lessons
learned will be available either by mail or electronicdlly
through the ARPANET computer network. For details, contact Tom
Cord at (513) 255-8674. The resulting maneuver set will provide
a basis from which demonstration maneuvers for the verification
section of Mil-Std-1797B can be defined.
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Preface

This series of reports proposes aircraft maneuvers and general guidelines for the piloted

evaluation of aircraft flying qualifies and agility. These maneuvers augment rather than replace

existing flying qualities evaluation techniques and are aimed primarily at expanded flight

envelopes. A process to develop new evaluation maneuvers that link operational requirements

to the design process is outlined and key conctpts are identified. A format for documenting

and selecting useful evaluation maneuvers is also described. Finally, the evaluation maneuvers

and data demonstrating their sensitivity to design parameter variations are described.

This documentation is organized into a sequence of four reports. The first report, subtitled
"Maneuver Development Process and Initial Maneuver Set," includes a detailed description of

the research conducted as well as a summary of the results. It describes the maneuver

development process used during this research and key considerations for developing new

evaluation maneuvers. A brief summary of typical results observed for each maneuver tested is

also included. The second report, subtitled "Maneuver Descriptions and Selection Guide," is a

stand-alone document that describes the maneuvers tested during this research. It documents

the inr,.,tt of each maneuver, the aircraft attributes isolated, the techniques required to fly the

maneuver, as well as presenting a cross reference to help select the most valuable maneuvers

for aircraft evaluation. The second repoit is the beginning of a standard maneuver reference

guide that will contain a wide variety of evaluation maneuvers for use throughout configuration

development and flight test. It is recommended that new and existing evaluation maneuvtrs be

added to this report to provide a source of evaluation maneuvers for the design and test

commournity. The third ryort, subtitled "Simulation Data," consists of detailed infonrnation on

the design parmneter variations tested, subsequent statistical analyses conducted on the

simulation data, and pilot comments and ratings from the testing. The fourth report, subtitled

"Flight Test Plan," includes a preliminary test plan for the in-ilight validation of the evaluation

maneuvers.
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Chapter I

Introduction and Summary of Results

Background and Objectives

Many valuable evaluation maneuvers currently exist for heart-of-the-env,:lope flying

qualities testing such as the well established "Handling Qualities During Tracking" (HQDT)

techniques1 and offset landings. However, additional rrmaneuvers are needed as aircraft flight

envelopes are expanded to higher angles of attack and as aircraft capabilities ae improved
through application of technologies such as thrust vectoring and forebody vortex controls. As

a result, this effort was devised 2 to extend HQDT techniques and augment current evaluation
methods with new nineuvcrs specifically designed to aid in the evaluation of improved aircraft

capabilities such as those shown in Figure 1. Such maneuvers would be used to identify

deficiencies while an aircraft is still in the design, dcwvlopment, or flight test stage rather than

uncovering problems after a vehicle has entered operational use. These maneuvers were not

developed to compare an aircraft against specification parameters, but instead they provide a

true evaluation of the flying qualities and agility of an aircraft in Fn operationaily representative

environment.

Current Evaluation Maneuvers

Turn Roll Lift
Rate Rate Coeff icient

Mach Angle of Atta;k Angle of Attack

Extended Envelope Evaluation Maneuvers

Turn RollL
Rate Rate Coefficient

Mach Angle of Attack Angle of Attack

Figure 1. New Maneuvers for the Evaluation of Enhanced Aircraft Cspablihles



A key goal during the development of these maneuvers was to establish a link between

operational requirements and the design process. This is necessary to ensure that the

maneuvers can be used during the design process, Figure 2, while emulating tie dynamic

requirements observed in an operational environment. This blends operational needs back into

a repeatable, useful evaluation .aneuver similar to the HQDT terthniques. By using an
operationally reWevant evaluation maneuver, the aircraft design can be evaluated in a fashion

more like it will be used by the pilots. True operational relevance is somewhat unlikely for a

maneuver that is intended to be r-epeatable and provide design guidance. However, the

Standard Evaluation Man-euver Set (STEMS) maneuvers are designed to require similar

dynamic xequirements to those needed duri.g operational missions. This is what is meant by
the term operationally relevant throughout this report. This research was not intended to be a

criteria development effort or a tactical utility stuay. Instead, a sensitivity between each

maneuver and various design parameters was established. Therefore, the designer now has an

evaluation tool that can be used to show changes in aircraft flight characteristics during the

development phase. Detailed descriptions of the evaluation maneuvers can be found in the
second report of this report series. 3 In addition, several of these maneuvers may be suitable

for the development of design criteria or tactical utility studies. The detailed data contained in

th- third report4 of this report sequence might be useful as a starting point for either of these

efforts.

Another objective of this research was to define an effective and efficient maneuver

development process so that additional maneuvers could be generated as the need arises. Such

a process is desirable because this effort could not define a complete set of evaluation
maneuvers. Instead it documents an initial set of standard maneuvers with the hope that other

researchers will continue to add useful evaluation maneuvers, The maneuver development

process and key concepts used during this contract are considered to be necessary to provide

consistently high quality additional maneuvers. This process and these key ideas will hell,

keep STEMS a "living" document as new maneuvers are added for new technologies or to

include current evaluation methods.

A final objective of this effort was to develop a preliminary flight test plan. The fright test

plan was written to help transition the experience obtained while developing these maneuvers in

simulation to a flight test validation program. It is written generically so that it can be modified

for any aircraft, but it is aimed towards aircraft with high angle of attack capability. The flight

test plan will be summarize&. in this report and is detailed in Reference 5.

2



Operational
Intial Design Requirements

Standard Evaluation Maneuver Set
AircraLduft i Au4lA anuver

iIK• 71 Pitch Authority Max Pitch Pull
Roll Auwhnrity Pincr Angle Capture
Maneuverability Rolling Defense

SelctMaeuervBse Lon Flying (u al Dual AttackDesign Select Maneuvers Based La? Flying C,'al, High AOA Lon GA

ond Design Characteristics Axial Flying Gual High AOA La? GA
and Desired Attributes Departure Resis ig Stab Pushover

-N.
Evaluation Using

: . Maneuvers in Simulation

Design Parameter
Modification

,C Analyze Aircraft

Attributes

Identify
Deficiencies ,Evaluation Using

Maneuvers in Flight Test

Aircraft

Figure 2. Evaluation Maneuvers Tie Operatlonal Requirements to Deslsn
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Program Structure

A two-phase program was used to achieve the above objzctives, Figure 3. The first phase

was an initial maneuver development phase that included brainstorming and screening efforts.
Both pilots and engineers with varying backgrounds worked to develop a large set of potential
maneuvers. The maneuvers were conceived from each individual's experience and
background. Ihese maneuvers were then discussed, refined, and sorted into a more
manageable set to test during Phase [I. No flight simulation was conducted during Phase I.

Survey LiteraturePhb. I * Develop/Gather Candidate Maneuvefs

Initial *• Ibentiiy Evaluation and Design Criteria
Maneuver , Review Team Analysis and Screening

Development of Maneuv(rs

Potential
Maneuvers

*Three Simulations MandSmlto

Define, Test, and Validate Maneuvers Ls
Confirm Unk Between Maneuver, Desln
Factors, and Operational Environment
Evaluate Flight Test Plan Final

Maneuvers Maneuver t

Development
Process

Figure Z. Program Structure

The second phase was used to further develop, refine, and test the maneuvers by means of
piloted flight simulation and a data quality review process. Phase II consisted of three

simulations with periods of data analysis between, Figure 4. This structure was valuable
because it pffovided for pericds of learning between the simulations. The first simulation and
subsequent data analysis were structured to be somewhat exploratory to initially test ideas and
techniques. The second simulation and data analysis was the prinwry data gathering effort and
the third simulation was used to answer uiresolved issues and conduct additional validation

testing. The third simulation was also used to evaluate and refine a draft flight tesi plan.
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FirstResults

Phase I S aiOff-Site ReviewPotential Team Analysis

Maneuvers and Critiques

Results
[ Off -Site Review Team

Ana ysis and CritiquesFlight Test

Engineers I C

Flight Test On-Site Review
Plan Final Maneuver

Simulation Maneuvers Development

E~ [==j] Process

Flight TestL'--
Plan

Figure 4. STEMS Three Simulation Effort

A rcu-ming feature throughout this research was the involvement of both government and
industry personnel. A Review Temn of pilots and engineers was included during the entire
contract to evalluate the maneuvers and maneuver development process as well as provide
guidance for remaining work. Many members of the Review Team also pa'ticipatcd in the
simulation efforts. The exzensive experience and diverse background among the Review Team
members was very beneficial in developing and reviewing the maneuvers. Pilots with both test
and operational experience were intentionally included so that the maneuvers could benefit from
each expertise. Additionally, the Review Team engineers had varying backgrounds that
covered flying qu- lities, agility, and flight test experience. Obviously there was overlap in the
Review Team nicubers' backgrounds, but each had valuable unique experience to offer.
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Results

Three primary products were developed during this research: a process to develop new

maneuvers, an initial set of evaluation maneuvers, and guidelines to help select existing

maneuvers, Figr.-re 5. The maneuver -,-,elopment process can be used to produce evaluation

maneuvers that are representative of operational requirements and are sensitive to design

parameter variations. The evaluation maneuvers are valuable during design and flight test to

evaluate aircraft attributes. Finally, the maneuver selection guidelines can be used to help select

the most important maneuvers for the given test objectives.

High Quality, * TraclingSeWell Documented Acquisition
Configuraton Be Evaluation Maneuvers M Landing

SprciiTest betvs

Figure 5. Maneuver Development and Selection

There ate several benefits that can be gained through the use of these tools. High quality

evaluation maneuvers can be developed more efficiently. The time required to test an adcraft

can be reduce.d by using predefiCed, well-documented evaluation maneuvers. Te time

required to plan for a test can be reduced and the quality of the test can be improved by using

the maneuver selection guidelines. And lost importantly, a moSe constructive evaluation can

be conducted by evaluating key aircraft attributes.
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The maneuver development process consists of severai key elements as shown in Figure 6.

One of the most important ingredients is the involvement of both pilots and engineers

throughout the development, refinement, and analysis of each maneuver. It is also beneficial to
draw upon a variety of backgrounds including operational, flying qualities, agility, and tlight

test. The operational experience is especially useful to help tie the maneuver to the
requirements of the final user -- the operational pilot. The flight test experience is invaluable to

help define repeatable, measurable, and flyable maneuvers. Finally, the use of piloted flight

simulation and a data quality review process were also key to efficiently and effectively

defining evaluation maneuvers.

Expriece Pilots Engineers -~~

Flight Test

ExperenceOpera~tional Experience

[~] Data Quality

Flight Simulation Review Process

Maneuver
Development

Process

Figure 6. Key Elements Required to Develop Effective Evaluation Mannuvers

Utilization of this maneuver development process resulted in the identification of 20
maneuvers that can be used to evaluate various flying qualities and agility attributes while

maintaining a tie to operational requirements. Figure 7 shows some example attributes and

operational tasks that are addressed by these maneuvers. These 20 evaluation maneuvers wene

shown to be repeatable and provide useful data for the design process. Descriptions of these

maneuvers have been developed to document the intent of each maneuver, the techniques used

to fly the maneuver, and potential variations to the maneuver. These maneuvers are primarily
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designed for application to fighter aircraft, and in particular, attributes required for air-to-air

combat. Many of the maneuvers were developed to evaluate extended flight envelope

capabilities in terms of post-stalj/low-speed maneuvering because of relatively recent

improvements in aircraft capability in this flight regime. A few maneuvers were developed for

heait-of-the-envelope operation and for transport class aircraft to validate this concept over a

wider range of aircraft classe. and flight phases.

Alrralft Atributal O perational Tasks

"* Longitudinal Flying Qualities * Guns Tracking
"• Lateral Flying Qualities - Shift Targets
" Directional Flying Qualities - Turn Reversal
"• Axial Flying Qualities - Weapons Acquisition
"• Multi-Axis Flying Qualities - Nose Intimidation
" Pitch Authority • Guns Defense
" AOA Authority - Collision Avoidance
" Roll Authority * Vertical Lead Turn
" Pitch Control Margin - Missile Jink
" Roll Coordination - SAM Break
" Pitch Performance * Vertical Reposition
" Roll Performance - Vertical Attack
" Turn Performance - Attack Abort - Bugout
- Axiai Performance - Min Time Nose High Reversal
" Maneuverability • Aerial Refueling
" PIO Tendencies - Formation Flying
"* Departure Resistance - Precision La,-ding
"* Fronlside/Backside Operaticn - Sde-Step Approach & Landing

FIgure 7. Example Aircraft Attributes and Operational Applications

The maneuvers developed under this research range in complexity and character as shown

in Figure 8. Some maneuvers tend to isolate a single axis while others are multiple-axis tasks.

The naturoe of the maneuvers varies from pure open-loop tasks to tight closed-loop tracking

tasks. And the pilot technique varies from structured (technique precisely defined) to
unstructured (freestyle technique allowed). Because of the wide range of maneuvers available,

the best maneuver to use for an evaluation depends upon the data and information that is being

sought. Some maneuvers were foupd to be more useful for qualitative data gathering whereas

others were much better suited for quantitative analyses. A maneuver selection guide was

developed to help the user select potentially useful evaluation maneuvers. Once the user

identifies the aircraft characteristics to be tested, the selection guide and additional information

provided with the maneuver descriptions can be used to help select the best maneuvers.

Descriptions of the maneuvers and the maneuver selction guide are included in Reference 3.
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Env. Axis D to Precision Type

, 7

Cm

0 0 .r

Maneuver Number and Name X 0 -

1. Tracking During High AOA Sweep 4 4 4
2. High AOA Tracking '
3. High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition
4. Dual Attack 4 4 4 4
5. Rolling Defense

6. Maximum Pitch Pull
7. Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture ' '

8. Crossing Target Acq. and Tracking ' '4• '4 '4 '
9. Pitch Rate Reserve
10. High AOA Longitudinal Gross Acq.

11. Sharkenhausen '
12. High AOA Roll Reversal'4 44'
13. High AOA Roll and Capture
14. Minimum Speed Full Stick Loon 4 '
15. Minimum Time 180" Heading Change ' ' ' ' '4 '4 '4

16. 1 -g Stabilized Pushover '4 ' ' '
17. J-Turn '44' '4 ' '
18. Tanker Boom Tracking ' ' ' '4 ' ' '4
19. Tracking in Power Approach ' ' ' '14 ' ' '4
20. Offset Approach to Landing '4 ' ' ' ' '4 '4

Figure 8. General Charactorlstics of the Initial STEMS Maneuvers

The maneuvers shown ir, Figure 8 were developed to allow the evaluation of a range of
flying qualities and agility characteristics. In particular, an attempt was made to build upon the

recent agility maneuver research conducted in References 6 and 7. However, the maneuvers

developed under this contract do not define a complete set of evaluation maneuvers. These

maneuvers augment existing evaluation maneuvers, and therefore they do not test a

comprehensive set of aircraft attributes. A much widei selection of maneuvers would be

required to thoroughly evaluate an aircraft. Therefore, it is recommended that existing

evaluation maneuvers and newly developed maneuvers be continually added to STEMS to

increase its range of applicability. Any auditional maneuvers or experiences using S IEMS

should be forwarded to Wright Laboratory/FIGC_2, where the STEMS maneuver reference

guide3 will be maintained and distributed.
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Chapter 2
Maneuver Developm'ent Process

A maneuver development process was exercised and refined during this research. This

maneuver development process is recommended as an effective and efficient method to develop

aircraft maneuvers. This chapter summarizes the process, lessons learned, and key elements

required to develop high quality evaiuation maneuvers. Chapter 4 will document how this

maneuver development process evolved and how 20 evaluation maneuvers were developed and

tested duiing tie iefinemefit of this process.

Maneuver Development Process Overview

The maneuver development process is summarized in Figure 9 and will be described in

detail in the following sections. Prior to beginning the development of a new maneuver, details

of the aircraft characteristics, such as the flight envelope, mission, configuration, and other

attributes, must be specified so that the resulting maneuver will meet the test objectives. The

first step in the maneuver development process is to define further these aircraft characteristics

and propose candidate maneuvers that might meet the test objectives. These candidate

maneuvers are then screened to identify the most promising ones. The next step utilizes

simulation to further develop and refine the candidate maneuvers. A data quality review is

incorporated into this step to ensure that the maneuver produces sufficient data to be useful

during design. The final step is used to validate the maneuver through additional simulation

and in-flight testing. Also, a very important part of the last step is the documentation of the

final evaluation maneuver. Anyone who develops or uses an evaluation maneuver is

encouraged to document thcir results to Wright Laboratory/FIGC_2 for incorporation into

STEMS.

Candidate Maneuver Definition and Screening

The first step in the maneuver development process is designed to explore a range of

potential maneuN ers and select the most promising ones for further development. This requires

thk involvement of both engineers and pilots with design, flight test, operational, flying

qualities, and agility experience as indicated in Figure 10. A variety of backgrounds is

beneficia' to help provide it wider selection of potential maneuvers and concepts.
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The aircraft characteristics to be evaluated must be defined first. Specific attributes, such as

roll authority or Pilot Induced Oscillation (PIO) tendencies, should be identified to help

evaluate if the data generated from the maneuver isolates the characteristics of interest. Figure

11 shows a list of attributes that adequately encompass the initial set of evaluation maneuvers.

This list of attributes should grow as additional maneuvers are added to STEMS. Potential

operational scenarios that require the desired attributes should also be identified at this ti.me.

Some example operational scenarios are listed in Figure 12. A stronger tie to operational

requirements can be made if operational scenarios are considered throughout maneuver

development and refinement. Initial maneuver concepts can then be developed from these

operational scenarios and desired test attributes by using "brainstorming", literature searches,

and experience. At this stage, the maneuvers may be very "sketchy" and several maneuver

concepts should be proposed.

"" Longitudinal Flying Qualities - Pitch Performance
"• Lateral Flying Qualities - Roll Performance
"* Directional Flying Qualities - Turn Performance
"* Axial Flying Qualities • Axial Performance
"* Muiti-Axis Flying Qualities - Maneuverability
" Pitch Authority - Energy Maeuverability
" Roll Authority - P1O Tendencies
" Pitch Control Maroin : Depar ture Resistance
- Roll Coordination" - Fron~tside/l3ac!,:side Operto

Figure 11. Example Aircraft Attributes

" Guns Tracking • SAM Break
" Shift Targets * Vertical Reposition
"• Turn Reversal - Vertical Attack
"* Weapons Acquisition • Attack Abort - Bugout
"* Nose Intimidation • Min Time Nose High Reversal
"• Guns Defense • Aerial Refueling
"* Collision Avoidance * Formation Flying
"* Vertical Lead Turn * Precision Landing
"• Missile Jink • Side-Step Approach & Landing

Figure 12. Example Operational Scenarios

A screening process is then conducted to identify strong candidate maneuvers for further

development and refinement. One of the key goals of the maneuver development process is to

maintain a link between design and operation, so this link should be evaluated in the screening

process. Figure 13 is a form that summarizes some of the key questions that should be

considered. A qualitative evaluation must be performed at this point because the maneuvers

have not been fully defined and simulation data is not yet available. However, the maneuver's
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potential for operational relevance and its suitability for design anu engineering use should be

considered. The appiicability of the maneuver throughout the development pioce.s can also be

factore& into the screening process. A maneuver is more valuable if it cap, bc used from eaily

developmental simulations through to flight test. Finally, potential probiems and issues such

as human factors considerations or requirements for specialized displays should be identified.

These issues may be strong enough to eliminate a maneuver from further consideration or may

simply indicate the need to explore certain issues during simulation.

Operational Relevance: Yes No
1. Are dynamic conditions and pilot activity reprcscntativc of operational use? J, 1]
2. Does the maneuver require use of an exictded flight envelope? JI [7]
3. Is the maneuver useful for evaluation of current aircraft? 7 [-
4. is the maneuver useful for evaluation of future aircraft? 6 5 4 3 2 1 Li -
5. Link to operational use Strong We [_ [_] ] ,] Weak

Suitability for Design/Engineering Use: Yes No
6. Is the maneuver meaningful/interpretable in pwanetcis useful to designers? ,7 "
7. Does the maneuver produce data of sufficint magnitude to guide modification of the design?
8. Can the maneuver be usc: to produce pilot opinion ratings (such as CItR)? 6 5 4 3 2 1
9. Evaluation of flying qualities Strong 1J7 . ii 7 Weak
10. Evaluation of agilty Strong i--.i7_,i[- Weak
11. Qualitative data generated High None L_ . Nonaliiai•i di-• ...... ' " Nonle

12. ,uwuvI I ata •ei'eratcd HighLJ.JL2. .5J None
13. Pilot comment data Strongly Tied to Design Process L 7] - L• None

Additional Concerns: Yes No
14. Is the maneuver well defined and repeatable? --

15. Can entry/exit conditions be readily established? 6 5 4 3 2 1 ,_ ..
16. Displays required/pilot cues necessary Conventiona! . .- ' .. Urique
17. Difficulty to 1ly maneuver Easy 77 . 7 - 7 Difficult

Comments:

Please Circle Your Overall Rating of This Maneuver:
1. Strong evaluation maneuver, definitely part of the final set of maneuvers.
2. Possibly good maneuver, needs additional testing or refinement.
3. Inconclusive, mnodifications or additional testing required.
4. Possibly poor maneuver, results :urrently inconclusive but not promiising.
5. poor evaluatioý': [IItIUVe, do not COlltllliuC ttitig.

Figure 13, Maneuver Evaluation Form

All of the candidate maneuvers should be examined using the above considerations. The
candidate maneuvers that most closely match the test objectives can then be, singled out for

further development in simulation. However, even good candidate maneuvers may have some
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weak points. The quality of dte final evaluation maneuver can be improved by working on

these weak points during simulation development of the maneuver.

Maneuver Development and Refinement Using Simulation

The development and refinement of a candidate maneuver requires periods of simulation,

data analysis, and maneuver evaluation as diagrammed in Figure 14. The maneuver concepts

developed during the Candidate Maneuver Definition and Screening process tend to be vaguely

defined and need to be further developed during simulation. This is initiated by formulating

more precise maneuver descriptions from the initial concepts and defining the data to be

collected. A nominal set of aircraft dynamics can be selected for dte maneuver refinement

process. The specific aircraft dynamics chosen are not critical; however, they should be

representative of the test aircraft. Pilots and enginecrs can then refine the maneuver by quickly

trying various techniques during 5imulation. The objectives of dte maneuver refinement are to
increase the flyability and repeatability, improve the quality of data generated, and enhance the

operational relevance of the maneuver. Additionally, Cooper-Harper Rating 8 pefformance

criteria should be developed for flying qualities evaluation maneuvers.

.~
t

anFRefine Parameter MeasuresMaeuer Maneuver Variationsi of Merit,

Maneuver
if Necessary

Figure 14. Phase I Maneuver Development Process

Variations in design parameters are tested after the maneuver has been sufficiently refined

awed dtfveloped. Design parameters that are pertinent to the attributes being tested should be

selected and appropriately-sized variations should be defined. These variations must be large

enough that a resulting change can reasonably be expected. The variations can be based on

MIL-STD-1797A 9 and other design guidance and should be large enough that they could be
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expected to alter the flying qualities from LUvel 1 to Level 2 or from Level 2 to Le.iel 3. A test

matrix can be developed afte, choosing the design parameters and their ranges of variation. A

full factorial matrix (test every combination) or more efficient Design of Experiment10 (DOE)
or TaguchiIl methods car. be used to develop the test matrix. The design parameter variations

are then evaluated during simulation using a blind test that includes at least two pilots.

After gathering simulation data, the maneuver is evaluated for is ability to generate reliable

information for design guidance and its ability to isolate the desired test attributes. Time

history data, pilot comments, and pilot ratings (when appropriate) should be examined for their

sensitivity to design parameter variations and to pilot variability. The time history data can be

used either in a raw form to compare pilot inputs, control surface activity, and aircraft states, or

it can be processed into numerical measure of merits such as maximum roll rate or time to

capture. All of the simulation data is :hen used to determine if the maneuver can be used to

reliably identify design deficiencies. The simulation data should exhibit a sensitivity to design
parameter variations and an insensitivity to pilot variability in order for the maneuver to be used

with confidence during the design process. The data quality can be examined in various forms

such as statistical analyses of measure of merit data, graphical display of time history ai-d pilot

rating data, and comparisons of pilot comments.

Quantitative and/or qualitative data may be obtained with a maneuver. The ability to
generate quantitative data can be gauged by the quality of measure of merit data obtained with

the mane :;ver. Measures of merit, such as time to capture or nmaximurn pitch rate, can be

calculated from the simulation time history data. Statistical techniques are then used to evaluate

the amount of variability in the data and thereby judge the quality of quantitative data generated

from the maneuver. The change in each measure of merit that is due to a design parameter

variation should be compared to the change due to pilot variability. If the measures of merit are

much more sensitive to design parameter changes than to differences in pilots, then quantitative

data can be used fox design guidance. Various methods are available to perform Nhis analysis

and a detailed example of one technique is ;ncluded in Chapter 4.

Additional qualitative data, such as pilot comments, pilot rating s12 and answers to

questionnaires, should be gathered during simulation and considered for their value to the

design process. An example pilot comment card that is helpful to evaluate the candidate

maneuver is shown in Figure 15. The axuswcrs to these questions and the pilot evaluations

during the design parameter testing should be reviewed for sensitivity to design parameter

variations and insensitivity to pilot variability just like the numerical measure of merit data. If
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the pilot comments and ratings successfully correlate to the design paramecter variations, thern
the manieuver can be considered to generate useful qualitative data fo;I design guidance. The
results of the quantitative and qualitative, data analysis should be documented with the
evaluation maneuver so that other users of the maneuver will know what type of data they can
anticipate to gather with the maneiivcr.

1. How well does the maneuver represent the 5 4 3 2 1
operational task element'? Closely I LL7~ emotely

2. Is thle maneuver well defined? Please 5 4 3 2_1
describe any specific techniques used. Well Defined '-,L Li L Li 1 POcorly Defined

3. I n maneuver repeatable and easy to fly? ~ Eay 5432 1

Repeatable l~L I[i ifcl

5 4 3 2 1 Not
4. Did variations in design paramefeis result in Very K ign firantly

observable differences In resoonse? SignificantDifrn

5. Would entryfe, it condi!-ons be difficult to 5 4 3 2 1
establish during fligh! test? Easy Li 1___] Li Li lmpossib~e

6. What informat~ri is required (3.g. airspeed, Conventional -- ! .2 1 igl
bank angle, target airuraft, etc.)? Inf ormatirnn _j LLI7 Specialized

Displays

7. Additiunal comments:

F Igure 15. Maneuver Summary Common:, Card Used During Simulations

Potential human factors coi-.siderztions can also be estimated at this time. Combinations of

time history daza analysis and responses to pilot questionnaires, such as shown in Figure 16,
can be used to assess mnaneavers that awe poteratially disorienting or have the potential for g
Induced Loss Of Consuriousness (GLOC). Niatheinatical models that predict the pilot's
susceptibility to (3L-.OC o: spatial disorientation based on aircraft accelerafioni time history

proflle5; can bte used at this time to evaluate the maineuver. Plotentially dangerous maneuvers

should be noted at this time and eith,ýr refined or carefully tes~ed in a motion-base simulation or

in fligh:.
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PREFLIGHT QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How many hours of sleep did you get last night?

2. Your last meal prior to this flight was...(circle one)
breakfast
lunch
dinner
snack

How long has it been since you atG the above meal?

3. Your health today: (circle one)
Excellent - no health problems
Fair slight head cold/allergies
Poor - severe head cold/flu

POSTFLIGHT QUESTIONNAR -

1. Did you experience: During whMt part of the maneuver?
A tumbling sensation?
Lightheadedness?
Motion sickness?
Disorientation?
I Otner?

2. Do you feel there is a potential for spatial disorientatiun during this maneuver?
If yes, what aspect(s) of the maneuver con)ribute to this?

If yes, do you feel that training couid be done to minimize this potential?

Figure 16. Human Factors Quesilonnalre Used Wlurlng the Simulations

All of the simulation data and analyses should be reviewed to determine the next action to be

taken on the maneuver. As Figure 14 indicated, the maneuver can be accepted as ready for
use, refincd further during simulation, or discarded. An evaluzdton form such as was shown in
Figure 13 can be used to help assess the overall quality of the iauicuver to determine if it has

been developed sufficiently. Additioral Aimulation refinement of the maneuver may prove
valuable if identified weaknesses can be conireted.
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Maneuver Validation and Documentation

The maneuver can be used as a design and evaluation tool once the Maneuver Development

and Refinement process is complete; however, additional validation and documentation of the

maneuve: is highly recommended. For instance, the range of applicability of the maneuver

should be checked. This validation can be conducted by testing the maneuver with differen
aircraft to make sure that the maneuver is not unique to the aircraft that was used to develop it.

The maneuver shotuld be generic enough that it can be altered slightly for a specific aircraft or

test. Also, analytical and subjective assessments of potential motion effects can be conducted,

partcularly if fixed-base simulation testing is utilized for the maneuver development.

Maneuvers that exhibit potential warning signs may need additional testing in a motion-base

simulator with appropriate dynanic capabili,'y. 13 And of course, the final validation of a

iianeuver comes through in-flight testing. Some of the initial STEMS maneuvers have been

successfully tested as par of Air Force Test Pilot School projects 14 ,15 and efforts are being

made to validate all the maneuvers through various flight test programs. Several iýsues can be

more closely examined during a flight test validation program such as safety of flight issues,

ability to set up and execute the ma.euver, and data requirements for the maneuver.

Documentation of the final evaluation maneuver is critical to the usefulness of STEMS.

Newly developed maneuvers should be sent to Wright Laboratory/FIGC_2 for inclusion into

STEMS3 so that it becomes a "living document." The intent is that STEMS wili eventually

serve as a comprehensive guide to evaluation maneuvers. Each evaluation maneuver should be

documented or, a standard torm as schematically shown in Figure 17. Additional background

informationi on the maneuver, lessons learned, and validation testing conducted with the

maneuvcr can be included in nwu-a-ive pagcs that accompany the maneuver description page.

Also, an "ekctronic" appendix to the STEMS maneuver reference guide has been developed to

include eýxainple trajectories for the maneuvers. These examples can bl viewed on the AGILE-

VU flight uajectory visualizatioa progran 16 to assist in visualization of th~e maneuver and how

it is to be performed. The example AGILE-VU files are also being maintained and distributed

from Wright Laboratory/lHGC_2.

The various sections of the maneuver description form document tCe reasons why the

maneuver would be flown, wbat type of attributes it measures, what mission it is intended to

represent, how to set up ard fly the maneuver, guidelines on developing Coper-Harper Rating

performance criteria, important notes anO comments about the maneuver, as well as potent,al

variations to the maneuver. A naurauve description also accompanies each maneuver to
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document additional information not found on the brief maneuver description fomi.

Maneuvers should be written somewhat generdly so they can be tailored to suit specific test

objectives. They also may be modified based on configuration dependent placards, safety of

flight issues, or unique capabilities. Additionally, specific setups may need to be altered based

on the tvst aircraft (and target aircraft, if one is called for) performance capabilities. The

maneuver descriptions include representative test conditions such as airspeed, altitude, and

Angle Of Attack (AOA), but the specific conditions to be tested are left to fhe evaluator.

Multiple variations of the maneuver are also briefly described to show potentially useful

alternative approaches such as testing throttle setting variations for configurations with thrust

vectoring.

Nk -ms 
Maneuver Name Page # of A

Intent: Why?

Applicable Classes and Flight Categories:
Class: Category: Phase: What?

C u r @%*I . . . . ....o 1*.. e ,.-tl U tn' fe .

Objective Applications

Target Setup and Maneuver: "- How?

Setup:

Maneuver:

Suggested Cooper-Harper Rating Performance Standards: Starting Guidelines to
Desired: Devulop Perfurmance

Adequate: 
Criteria

Comments and Notes: Miscellaneous
Information

Potential Maneuver Variations
Variation A: Alternate Methods ol

Conducting Maneuver

Variation B:

Figure 17. Maneuver Description Form
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Maneuver Development Lessons Learned

Several valuable lessons were learned while evolving the maneuver development process

described above. Some of these lessons will be summarized here to improve the quality of
new evaluation maneuvers and minimize the time required to develop them. First, it was

extremely beneficial to include both pilots and engineers throughout the maneuver development
and analysis process. Second, it was valuable to include pilots with operational as well as test

experience. Third, it is critical to evaluate the quality of data obtained from a maneuver prior to

using it for the evaluation of an aircraft design. Fourth, it was found that piloted flight

simulation could be used to efficiently and effectively develop maneuvers. Finally, DOE test

techniques were used extensively during this research and some observations and

considerations ate summarized in this chapter.

Pilot and Engineer Involvement

It is reconmended that both pilots and engineers be involved throughout the development of

new evaluation maneuvers. It is also advantageous to include more than one pilot and more

than onc engineer to benefit fum additional viewpoints and experiences. Ihere may be some

overlap and blend of knowledge between the pilots and engineers, but each tends to have a
specialized background that can imrprove the value of the maneuver. In general, engineers were
needed to determine the constraints on the maneuver and the data obtained from the maneuver.

They could identify the type of data needed for design guidance such as single-axis flying

qualities information, control harmony evaluations, maximum performance mea.,urements,

control margin validations, departure resistance testing, and other.. They also suggested

constraints on how the data should be generated such as requiring full stick inputs for
maximum performance or allowing "freestyle" pilot inputs. Enginieers also defined the
important parameters for the initial conditions such as requiring an initially stabilized AOA,

zero pitch rate, or a constant g turn. The pilots were invaluable in maintaining operationally

representative conditions and defining techniques for the maneuvers. They also had important

suggestions which improved the flyability and repeatability of the maneuvers. Pilot experience
was important in identifying critical mission segments and modifying the maneuvers to better

represent those conditions.
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Benefits or Operational and Test Experience

The influence of pilots with operational and test experience on the maneuver development

process is also important. The operational experience is important because of the desire to link

these evaluation maneuvers to operational requirements. Pilots with operational experience

have a good understanding of how the aircraft will really be used in training and operation awd

have experience in tactics and techniques. Flight test experience is also important to increase

the overall quality of the maneuver and data acquired from it. Flight test skills help provide
insight as to how to improve the maneuver setups and execution for better repeatability and data

quality. Pilots with flight test backgrounds also have a better awareness of safety-of-flight

issues for mneuvers !hat are intended to be used during flight test. And finally, flight test

pilots can help the maneuver development process because they also ted to have a good

understa- 2Jing of flight dynamics and the Cooper-Harper Rating process.

During this research, both "test" and "operational" pilots were included to be sure to include

both specialties. It was found that only one operational pilot and one test pilot were needed at

any one thine to support the maneuver development and data gathering process. In actuality

many pilots, including tlhosc paricipating in this study, have a good blend of both skills. As a

result, it may be beneficial to have both an "operational" and a "test" pilot involved, but having

separate "test" and "operational" pilots may not be necessary if the pilots involved have a good
blend of experience.

Data Quality Review

The final ke, element iAn defining maneuvers for design is the requirement for a maneuver

review process. It is important to review the data generated from a maneuver anta have an

understanding of its sensitivity to design parameter variations before using it. It may be

misleading to develop a maneuver %ith a single set of aircraft dynarmics and then use it to

evaluate design modifications or other aircraft. The data repeatability must be checked to

evaluate the amount of pilot variability expected in the data. The pilot variability should theu be

compared to the changes observed due to design parameter variations to determine which

pieces of data can be usd in the design process. This data review should be applied to both

quantitative and qualitative data. This implies that data is required hf-on at least two pilots

before any strong conclusions can be made about the maneuver. The research conducted under

this contract used a formal Review Team with a variety of backgrounds to judge the val e of a

naneuver. The Review Team approach was efficient for the simultareous development of
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several maneuvers; however, a much simplified review process could be used when

developing a few maneuvers.

Use of Piloted Flight Simulation

Flight simulation was found to be an effective tool in the developnx:nt and evaluation of the

maneuvers. Different approaches and techniques to fly a maneuver could be tried quickly and

eliminated from consideration by using flight simulation. Additionally, a quick appreciation

could be gained for the type of data generated and the aircraft characteristics evaluated. The
maneuver can then be refined, while still in simulation, to produce better quality data. The

simulation effort under this research was divided into three simulation entries. This multiple

simulation approach was valuable because it allowed for periods of data review between
simulations. The maneuvers, and test techniques, could then be refined during the next

simulation based on previous data.

The Phase I portion of this research was used to generate several concepts and potential

evaluation maneuvers; however, no simulation was included. As a result, the maneuvers were

not ready to be used. Effort was spent discussing and refining the maneuvers rather than

developing them for use. In contrast, the Phase HI simulations were found to be much more

effective for exposing the advantages and disadvantages of a maneuver. Different approaches

and techniques to fly a maneuver could be tried quickly and eliminated fiom consideration by

using flight simulation. Additionally a quick appreciation could be gained for the type of data

generated arid the aircraft characteristics evaluated. The background work and preparations

conducted during Phase I certainly aided maneuver development during the simulations but, in

retrospect, more time should have been , pent flying the maneuvers and less time should be

spent discussing them.

Observations from DOE Testing

Mat~y of the simulation test matricL:; used during this research were based on Design of

Experiment techniques. Fractional factorial matrices were used to minimize the data

requirements so that as many maneuvers as possible could be developed. The DOE techniques

worked well fo)r quantitative data, but it was difficult to analyze the qualitative data since

multiplh design parameters were being simultaneously varied. 'In general, the fractional

factorial tests appear to be appropriate for maneuvers that generated numerical data that is

amenable to statistical analyses, but they are riot generally recommunended for maneuvers
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designed to gather pilot corrunents. Also, it can be difficult to efficiently expand testing after an

initial data set is taken. Simple test matrices could be augmented to include additional design

parameters, but more complex matrices could not be augmented. As a result, it is very valuable

to perform a quick, qualitative check of the intended test matrix prior to gathering a complete

data set. In general, the DOE techniques evaluated during this research can be valuable for a

screening effort but do not appear to be appropriate for a criteria development effort.
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Chapter 3
Simulation Setup and Test Techniques

Mhe simulation hardware and aircraft models that were utilized during the three STEMS

simulations are desc.ibed in this chapter. Additional details on the test setup including the

design parameters selected, the test matrix selection techniques used, and data gathering

procedures utilized are also included.

Simulation Setup

All of the simulation testino was conducted in a fixed-base, 40 ft diameter simulation dome

as shown scl.,tmatically in Figu~e 18. This dome contains an F-15C cockpit and controllers

including a conventional center stick with characteristics as shown in Figure 19. This

ci -wstation was used for both fighter and transport aircraft testing. The only modification

mn.I'i when testing the transport aircraft was that the military power detente was removed from

the th'ottlc hardware so that the full throttle range could be used. The simulation setup utilized

a General Electric Compuscene computer graphics imaging system for out-the-window visual
d, ... i i rn,,,-•" .-sc-pn system used a sscene., databas. ,h.t th n,-at n, Phun,,.ic Air

Force Base. A video projection system and model boxes were used to display F. 15 targets for

air-to-air tasks. Additionally, a Compuscene generated KC-10 model was used for the

refueling probe tracking task. Standard F-15C Head-Up Display (M.UD) hardware was used to

display modified F-15E ltUD symbology to the pilot as shown in Figure 20. Several of the

features on the HUD could be altered to test various Cooper-Harper Rating performance

criteria. The size and depression of the reticle could be altered easily, and horizontal and/or

vertical error bars could be displayed to help the evaluation pilot concentrate on the errors in a

single axis. For closed-loop tasks, shoot cue lights on the cockpit canopy bow were

programmed to illuminate when the pilot had achieved a capture for the desired length of time.

A dual processor Gould SEL computer was used to drive the simulation. The aircraft model

and most crewstation input/output ran at a 60 Hz update rate. Some secondary displays were

updated at a slower rate, but the primary displays and the controller inputs were sampled at 60

Hz. The total simulation time delay from pilot input to visual scene update was estimated to be

between 94 msec and Ill msec for the simulatio, setup used ini this testing.17•
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40 ft. Fixed-Base Dom e - -

GE COMPLIscene Visual
Scene and Target Display

F-1 5C Crckpi t and Controllers

Video and Lasei Target Projeccors

Figurc 18. Simulation Dome Used for Testing

Three primary aircraft models were used during these simulations. Two models were

simplified generic aircraft and the third was a complex, fully nonlinear aircraft model. The

generic models represented a fighter aircraft and a transport aircraft. The generic fighter model

was used for the majority of the maneuver development and design parameter testing. This

model was based on the McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA) Generic Aircraft (GENAIR)

sinulation tool. GENAIR provided the capability to vary the closed-loop aircraft

characteristics easily and efficiently over a wide range while maintaining realistic nonlinear

performance as illustrated in Figure 21. This simulation model has been used successfully in

the past to develop high AOA maneuvers for flight test 18, to develop low and high AOA flying

qualities criteria 19,20, and conduct agility evaluations 21 . The F-15 STOL and Maneuvering

Technology Demonstrator (S/MTD) Multi-System Integrated Controls (MuSIC) aircraft model

was used to validate the maneuvers developed with GENAIR. The MUSIC model is a

complex, high-fidelity simulation model that includes a nonlinear database and a complete

control system2 2. The MuSIC model was used to validate the flyability of the maneuvers with

a complex model that had significantly different performance and flying qualities than the

GENAIR model.
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Figure 21. Variable Response Generic Aircratt Simulation Model
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The generic fighter model was used for the majority of the testing. Its baseline performance

was representative of a modern high-performance fighta" aircraft; however, its dynamic

response could be changed to test design parameter variations. The dynamic response was

completely generic and varied widely during testing to emulate variations in closed-loop alicraft

dynamics. The design parameters varied during these simulations kre listed in Figure 22. The

generic aircraft model could be used to vary many more design parameters than shown on this

figure, but these were sufficient to evaluate the maneuvers developed in this research. Several

longitudinal cowmanmd types were used during the generic fighter testing. These included AOA
command, AOA rate ;.nnmand, load factor command, and pitch rate command systems. Most

of the testing was conducted with AOA and load factor command systems, but specific

maneuvers were also validated with the rate command systems. A stability axis rol! rate

command system was implemented in the lateral axis so that the pilot commanded a coordinated

roll through lateral stick .\puts. A sideslip command system was implemented in the

directional axis and a limited amount of roll rate resulted from rudder pedal inputs.

n Da tj =

AOAMAX Maximum AOA (low speed) and maximum load factor (high speed)
GAP Control Anticipation Parameter (related to short pericd frequency)
CLMAX Maximum lift coefficient
CMDTYP Longitudinal command type: AOA, AOA rate, pitch rate, or load factor
DCG Center of gravity location
LALPHA Lift curve slope and pitch rate lead term
LATDYN Combination of lateral dynamicG (TR, PMAX, etc.)
LONDYN Combination of longitudinal dynamics (CAP, ZSP, AOAMAX, LONSHP, etc.)
LONSHP Whether or not nonlinear longitudinal stick shaping was used
LONSNS Longitudinal stick sensitivity
MALPHA Longitudinal stability
PMAX Maximum attainable stability axis roll rate
PDIM Roll acceleration limiter
TAUENG Engine time constant
TIMDEL Pure time delay added to the simulation (in addition to inherent time delay)
TR Roll moae time constant
TV Whether or not thrust vectoring was used
TW Multiplier on the baseline thrust-to-weight ratio
ZSP Short per:od damping
ZW Inverse of the pitc~i rate time constant for first-order pitch rate command
WSP Short period frequency

Figure 22. Design Parameters Varied During the Generic Fighter Testing

The generic transport model was used for a minimal amount testing to determine if the

STEMS maneuvers could be applied to aircraft other than fighters. The baseline performance

and dynamics of this model were representative of a responsive powered-lift transport aircraft.

However, the dynamic response of the transport model was varied during the simulation
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testing. Figure 23 shows the design parameters that were varied during the transport

maneuvers. This is a much abbreviated list compared to the design parameters varied during

the fighter testing because of the limited amount of simulation time devoted to transport testing.

An AOA command system was implemented in the longitudinal axis; a roll rate command

system was used in the teral axis; and a sideslip command system was implemented in the

directional axis.

CAP Control Anticipation Parameter (related to short period frequency)
PMAX Maximum attainable staoility axis roll rate
TR Roll mode time constant
ZSP Short period damping
WSP Short period frequency

Figure 23. Design Parameters Varied During the Generic Transport Testing

The MuSIC aircraft model was used for a :najority of the maneuver validation and for some

design parameter varia: inn testing. This model is a built upon the F- i5 S/MTD database with

modifications that reprn:. -nt the addition of axisymmetric pitch and yaw vectoring nozzles. The
?MAuS!C airc.at modee!, V. •i,.re24,wa de.muA-,eP1nrd ,iinde Yn.onther effnrt t.r inuvptiagjte the tActii-nI

utility of pitch and yaw N "toring during air combat engagements 22. That study resulted in the

development of new hig•i kOA fighter tactics23. Some of these tactics were incorporated into

the maneuvers develope .luring the STEMS research. The MuSIC aircraft was flown in two

modes: Post-Stall (PST) . n and PST off. When PST is engaged, the MuSIC aircraft is an

extremely agile configura on with essentially no AOA limit and very good high AOA roll

authority. When PST is c f, the MuSIC model has greatly reduced roll authority at moderate to

high AOA and can only re ich approximately 40" AOA. The variation between PST on and

PST off was used as an additional evaluation for some of the STEMS maneuvers. The MuSIC

model was also flown in conjunction with the Fighter Airframe Propulsion Integration

Predesign (FAPIP) program.24 During this testing, STEMS maneuvers were used to evaluate

nozzle design variations including maximum nozzle rate capabilities and various nozzle time

delays. This provided further validation of the ability to use STEMS maneuvers dtring the

design process.
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Figure 24. F-15 S/MTD Multi-System Integrated Controls (MuSIC) Model

A primary objective of this research was to tie evaluation maneuvers :o the design process

so that they can be used to improve a design prior to flight test or operational use. To verify

this link, design parameters were varied during the simulations and data was gathered to

evaluate the ability to use a maneuver during the design process. High-level, augmented

design parameters were used during this testing to maintain generic resulhs rather than

configuration dependent trends. In other words, design parameters such as augmented short

period frequency wcre tested rather than static margin, pitch .ontrol power, and control system

gains. The augmented (aircraft plus control system, closed-loop dynamics) design parameters

tested were similai to those resulting from an equivalent system anialysis. 25 The justification of

this test approach lies in the fact that with modiern control systems, the pilot is evaluating the

overall system responsse instead of basic stability derivatives and bare airframe response. The

achievable aircraft dynamics depend upon several basic parameters such as the center of gravity

location, wing design, leading edge extension shape, and available control powers. However,

the trade-offs between these basic design considerations and the achievable dynamics is very

configuration dependent and beyond the scope of this study. Additionally, depending upon the

control powers a'ailable, a wide range of dynamic -esponses can be achievtd. 26 As a result,

vwriations in bare airframe design parameters were not tested. Instead, equivalent system type
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parameters were varied to establish if a maneuver could be t: :d to uncover design deficiencies

that affect the pilot's ability to complete the mission or task.

The particular design para-eters selected for testing and the ranges over which they were

varied depended upon the maneuver. Only a few parameters could be tested for each maneuver

because of the number of maneuvers being developed. It was believed tc be sufficient to

establish a sensitivity to two or three design parameters for a particular maneuver. The Review

Team identified a potential list of design parameters for each maneuver during Phase I.

Engineering judgmenit was then used to select a few of the most likely parameters to affect each

manevver. The range for each design parameter was based on existing criteria, recent research,

and/or engineering judgment. An attempt was made to select large enough ranges such that a

good maneuver would show a difference between configurations. For example, short period

frequency might be varied between a M1L-STD-1797A Level I value to a Level 2 value.9 The

design parameters being tested for a particular maneuver were sometimes changed between

simulations if the simulation data analysis showed little or no effect due to a design parameter.

A new range of variation was tested if the Review Team suggested that the original range was

too small' or too large.

Desigr: of Experiment Test Approach

A Design Of Experiinerns t 0 test approach was used dturing simulations to zest the sensitivity

of the maneuver to design parameter variations. Th.-s statistically-based test approach allows

several design parameters to be tested with a minimal number of configurations. Post-

simulation data analysis then relies on statistical techniques to isolate the effects of each design

parameter on the data being evaluated. These statistical analyses were conducted for each

candidate measure of meat for each mianeuver. The outcome of the statistical tests indicates the

change in the measure of merit that is due to each design parameter and provides a measure of

statistical confidence in the answer. These analyses also provide an indication of the amount of

pilot variability in the simulation data.

The DOE test technique was adopted as a design parameter screening approach for the

maneuver development process. During the maneuver development, it was necessary to test

each maneuer's sensitivity to several design parameters. An efficient technique was needed to

help identify which design parameters could be used to alte, the performance of ft aircraft

during that particular maneuver. The DOE approach enables the use of much smaller test

matrices -- typically half the size of standard tests or even smaller. These reduced matrices
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were sufficient to establish sensitivities, but may not have been thorough enough to define

criteria bzwudaries or establish -,.omnended values for individual design parameters.

However, this research was not intended to be a criteria developnmnt effort.

The DOE techniques require specific test matrices be used so that the statistical analyses can

be conducted properly. A variety of test mati.i •s have been designed and can be selected

depending on the number of parameters that the researcher is investigating. 10 The test matrix

most commonly used during this maneuver development research allowed three design
parameters to be tested at two values each while requiring only four configurations. If all

possible combinations were tested, then eight configurations, and therefore twice the data,

would have been required. The DOE test matrix is also referred to as a fractional factorial as

opposed to a full factorial matrix (all combinations tested). Another test approach could have

been used in which one configuration would have been selected as a baseline and then each of

the three design parameters could have been individually varied to generate a total of four

configuirations. It was reasoned that this approach would result in a more "local" indicator of

trends, whereas the DOE approach would measure more of a "global" sensitivity and would

allow more comprehensive statistical tests. The specific combinations of design parameter
valuc tht to D yuL- deines, are shown in Figure 25 tora

three factor (design parameter) test. Statistical analyses can be conducted to isolate design

parameters A, B, and C if data is available for the four highlighted configurations. These

statistical tests indicate the difference in average measure of merit values between faces of *he

test cube as diagrammed on the lower porti.)n of this figure. Larger test matrices were also

used that allowed as many as seven design parameters to be evaluated while using only eight

test configurations. Figure 26 sunmmarizes the three DOE test matrices used during this study.

The positive (+) and negative (-) signs indicatc the two values for each design parameter.

The DOE techniques had advantages and disadvaitages for this par-zicular application.

These matrices required fewer configurations to be tested when several design parameters were

being evaluated; therefore, it allowed more maneuvers to be de% eloped in the limitee amount of

time available. It worked favorably for the numerical analysis of mecasure of rme"it data but it

made the qualitative analysis more difficult and less concluSive. The nurmerical analysis was

simplified because standard statistical techniques could be applied to process tie data

However, qualitative data analysis is usually performed by making conmarisons between

configurations where only one design parameter is being altered. Unfortunately, the statistical

techniques used to process the numerical data could not be used on pilot ccnmriits. As a

result, it was difficult for the Review Team to isolate the effects of a single design parameter
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because when they compared pilot comments between configurations there were always at least
two design parameters varying. This made it difficult to determine which comments should be
attributed to which design parameters. For example, some similar deficiencies may be
observed when comparing a configuration with a low short period frequency and low damping
to a configuration with high short period frequency and high damping. Some comments may
be traced directly to a single design parameter, but others are hard to identify because both a
low frequency and a high damping have the effect of slowing the aircraft response to pilot
input. The qualitative data analysis became increasingly difficult as the number of design
parameters was increased. The seven design parameter matrix shown in Figure 26 was poorly
suited for the review of pilot corrments because so many parameters were being varied

simultaneously.
Configurations Evaluated

Each Design Parameter
is Tested at Two Values

2 (Denoted as - and +)

Measures of Merit Calculated
Design Ifor Each Configuration Tested

Parameter
A

/ 3 +Design

Parametere
Design PrmtrB

Main Effects Isolated Through Statistical Techniques

Measures of Merit Averaged Differences Between Face Averages
on Each Face of Cube Is Due to the Change in Design Parameter

4 4 4

2 :- • -2 2

3 3 3
Design Design Design

Parameter Parameter Parameter
A B C

Figure 25. Fractional Factorial Approach Used to Screen Design Parameters
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Design Parar Design Param Design Parameters
Conig A B C Config A B C D A B C D E F G

1 - - + 1 - - 1 - - - + + + -

"2 + 2 2 - - +- 2 + - - - + +

3 3 - 4 + 3 . + 4- + 4

+4 + + o 4 + + 4 + + + -
_______I __ --__5_____+ + 5) - + + - - +

(Note: Same Matrix as 6 + .. + - 6 + -

DsrbdiFiue2) 7 - 4 + -7 - +-- +8 + + + + 8 -+ -- . . . . +

Figure 26. Design of Experimerits Test Matrices Used During Simulations

It was also somewhat difficult to add new parameters to a DOE test matrix during a

simulation or between simulations. Post-simulation statisticai analysis must be conducted

before any results can be obtained, consequently, results obtained during a simulation cannot

be used to alter die test aatrix duriaig that simulation. Therefore, it is valuable to perform a

quick qualitative evaljation of the test matrix to help refine it prior to collecting data. Some

DOE test matrices were successfuily augmented to add an additional design parameter after data

had been acquired, but in othcr cases an entirely new test matrix was rqxluired. The simple

three factor test mauix described in Figure 25 was easy to augment with additional design

parameters .as shown in Figure 27. Unfortunately this technique did not allow a direct

statistical comparison between all four design parameters shown on this figure, but it did allow

previously collected data to be the reused. The larger, more complex DOE matrices were

difficult or impossible to augment in a similar manner. So, a completely new matrix was tested

if e. change was required between simulations.
Original Test

Design Configurations Evaluated I Design Param+ i •.-..4 !Config ABC

Parameter-- - - A B C
C -5 -

Design ' 4 4+ + +
Parameter ,_ _

A 6 Additionas' Test

3 Desigin Param
- arofg ACC C

Design Designi + 5 + +

Parameter 6 Parameter D 6 + +.
4 + +.

Figure 27. Three Factor DOE Matrix Augmented for Additional Parameters
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Care must be used when choosing the design parameters and matrix for DOE testing. In

particular, the test factors should be "orthogonal' (not dependent upon any other test factor)

and cannot be "confounded" (interdependent) for the statistical techniques to be valid. This

was inadvertently violated with a test matrix during the first simulation. Three design

variations were conducted during this test. Short period frequency, short period damping, and

nonlinear longitudinal command shaping were tested. Unfortunately, the longitudinal

command shaping was implemented by a method that resulted in confounding, therefore

voiding the results. The command shaping was used to provide a fast response when a large

difference between the commanded and actual AOA existed, and it slowed the response for

small stick inputs. It was implemented by scheduling short period frequency and damping

with the command error so that both a desired acquisition and a desired tracking response could

be obtained. However, the statistical analyses were invalid because of the interdependencies

among command shaping, short period frequency, and short period damping.

The statistics associated with this DOE process were valuable to those with experience or a

background in statistics, but were confusing to other members cf the Review Team. The

Review Team members had mixed success interpreting the raw statistical 'ata because of their

varving levels of statistical training. Thn.e. mernhe.tr with vrPO_ _ statistical hckirýounds were

able to interpret the raw statistics effectively. Other Review Team members had much better

results in reviewing processed, summary statistical information. The fina fonnat used to
summarize the statistics will be discussed briefly in Chapter 5 and more fully detailed in

Reference 4.

Data Taking Procedures

A set of well-defined data gathering procedures was followed during the simulations to

ensure consistent data quality. Guidelines, such as the number of pilots who evaluated the test

matrices, the number of repeats flown, and the mt hods used to conduct Cooper-Harper Rating

evaluations were established during the first simulation. It was especially important to follow

consistent data gathering procedures for the data that was to be statistically processed. Data

was gathered from a minrimum of two pilots so that the potential for pilot variability could be

studied. When possible, testing was conducted so that data from one test pilot and one

operational pilot would be available for analysis. This helped maximize the type and variety of

comments and evaluations available from a maneuver. In the end, it is believed to be important

to include data ' ort a test pilot and an operational pilot, but this may not be necessary if the
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pilots participating have a broad range of experience. Data was gathered from four pilots in a

few maneuvers to investigate pilot variability further.

Each pilot flew the maneuver with a set of baseline dynamics until he was familiar with the

setup and any specific techniques required. Next the pilot was given a set of dynamics for

evaluation. He flew the configuration until he had established a relatively consistent,

comfortable, and operationally representative technique. Three data runs were then recorded

for post-simulation analysis. Additional data runs would have been beneficial, but only thuee

were used to minimize the time required and amount of data processing needed for each
maneuver.

Pilot comments were continuously recorded during the simulations. The comments were

transcribed after the simulations and were edited for clarizy and brevity. The resulting pilot

comments have been sorted by maneuver and configuration and are included in Reference 4.

These comments were important to help evaluate the qualitative data generated from eacii

maneuver. In particular, the pilots were asked to comment on the configuration response and

theih ability to perform the task. A simulation comment card was completed by the pilots after

completing all of the configuration evaluations. This questionnaire was intended to capture the
pi; *t's overall opinion of the maneuver. The final questionnaire was shown in Chapter 2,

Figure 15. The pilots completed written comment cards during the first simulation and verbal

conmments were recorded during the second and third simulations. Many more comments were
received verbally than written.

Pilot ratings were completed only for appropriate maneuvers. The Cooper-Harper 8 and

PIO9 rating scales were used to evaluate configurations (luring flying qualities tasks. The

Cooper-Harper Rating scale is shown in Figure 28 and the PIO rating scale is shown in Figure

29. Ratings were only completed by pilots who had been trdined in the use of flying qualities

scales. The Cooper-Harper and PIO ratings were completed using a multi-function display in

the cockpit- This display includes an electronic implemen tadon of Cooper-Harper Rating

decision tree that is used to emphasize the decision tree process and descriptive words rather

than actual numerical ratings.27 The value of pilot comments to support and describe the pilot

rating was stressed during the simulations. Additionally, a "long-look" evaluation technique

was used to allow the pilot adequate time and plenty of evaluations prior to completing the

rating. 28,29
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ADEQUACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR AIRCRAFTI DEMLANDS 0Oh THE PILOT IN PILOT
REQUIRED OPERATION' LHARACTERISTICS__SELECTED TASK OR. OPERATIO' 1RATING1

rExcellent Pilot compensation not a tactor for
Highly Desirable idesired perf orrmance

__________Good_ Pilot compensation. not a tacior for 2
Negligible Deficiencies idesired performance.

[Fair, Same Mildly Un- !Minimal pilot compensation required

Ipleasant Deficiencies Ifor desired performance 7

Yes --
LI Minor but Annoying iDesired performance requ ires

i Deficien~cies moderate pilot compensation

I" I ,Zaisatoy N Deficiencies Moderately Obj~ection- !Adequa'e performance requires j
Withlout Warrant tbl Doficiencies considerable pilot conmpensation _~

Improvement? Improlabn
____ I'Very Objectionable but Adequate performance requires6

A [ Tolerable Deficiencies extensive pilot compensation

I I A---dequate performance not Wilainablel
IMajor Deficiencies lwith maximum tolerable pilot cornpensa4  7

Is, Adequate No Defcincis Controllabiity not n qustioi.
Performance Attainable
Wt a Toeal ilt'c Require 7-1 Major Deficiencies ýConsidoerable pilot compensation is

WokodI Improvement I _____-___ required for control.
Wokod -_ __

Majo Decns :to retain control.

Is it Cotroll IImprovement Coto ilbfotdrigsm oto 11
ts it ontrolabeMandatory fiMajor Deficiencies Cnrlwl els uigsm oto

________ f required operation

LýT Dcisins "efinition of required operation involves designation of flight
PitotDec~io~Jphase and/or wubphases with accormpanying conditions.

Figure 28. Coopor-Harp~r Rating Scale

A new, NASA/Navy developed Pitch Recovery Rating (PRR) scale was also used during

this testing. 12 ,30 This scale is shown in Figure 30 and is structured simnilar to the Coope'r-

Harper rating scale but is specialized for the evaluation of nose-down1 pitch authority. This

scale was only used for the 1 -g stabilized pushover maneuver that was develAoped in Reference

30. Also, this scale was used by the single participating pilot who was trained to use it.

Time history data was stored to magnetic tapes during ;he simulation. All of the basic

air~craft states, pilot inputs, and important internal simulation code parameters were saved for

future use. All of the runs were saved to tape, but only the "data" runs, as described above,

were later reurielred for post-simulation data analysis. Additionally, audio and video recording

were conducted during all simulations. The video tape was used to record the H-UD image, the

target (when in the IIUD field-of-view), and a display of the Pilot inputs.
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[ Numerical

Description Rating

No tendency for pilot to induce undesirable motions. 1

Undesirable motions tend to occur when pilot initiates abrupt 2
maneuvers or attempts tight control. These motions can be
prevented or eliminated by pilot technique.

Undesirable motions easily induceo when pilot initiates abrupt 3
maneuvers or attempts tight control. These motions can be
prcvented or eliminated but only at sacrifice to task
performance or through considerable pilot attention and effort.

Oscillations tend to develop when pilot initiates abrupt 4
maneuvers or attempts tight control. Pilot must reduce gain or
abandon task to recover.

Divergent oscillations tend to develop when pilot initiates 5
abrupt maneuvers or attempts tight control. Pilot must open
loop by releasing or freezing the stick.

Disturbance or normal pilot ccntrol may cause divergent 6
oscillations. Pilot must open control loop by releasing or

Lfreezing the stick. _ _

Figure 29. Pilot Induced Oscillation Rating Scale
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Chapter 4
Evolution of Maneuver Development Process and Maneuvers

A maneuver development process and new evaluation maneuvers were defined during this

research. The final recommended maneuver development process is described in Chapter 2

and the maneuvers are described in Chapter 5 and Reference 3. This chapter provides

additional information that describes how the maneuver development process was used and

refined while developing new evaluation maneuvers. The information in this chapter will be

presented in an order that parallels the steps in the maneuver development process and follows

the work conducted in a chronological order.

Candidate Maneuver Definition and Screening

The rust step of the maneuver development process, Candidate Maneuver Definition and

Screening, was conducted during Phase I of this contract. Phase I was used to generate a wide

range of potential evaluation maneuvers and then son out the most promising maneuvers for

later refinement and testing during Phase II. An overview of tie Phase I process is shown in

Figure 31.

Maneuvers
Initiated by Pilots

partiallyIndependent ReviewPoeta
PartiallyTeam Analysis ,- On-Site Review N Ptna[ j if> Li I ManeuversMpue and Refinement Team Analysis ManeSimulatioManeuvers of Maneuvers

Maneuvers
Initiated by
Engineers

Figure 31. Phase I Generated a Large Database of Potential Maneuvers
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A "brainstorming" approach wps used to develop a wide selection of potential maneuvers.

Dtring this step, pilots and engineers independently identified potential maneuvers based on

their experiences. They submitted their suggested maneuvers on a maneuver description form

like that shown in Figure 32. The pilots and engineers were asked to complete only the

sections of the maneuver description form that applied to their backgrounds. The form was

designed to have pilots suggest maneuvers based on operational tasks and concentrate on the
right-hand sections ( the form. As a result, pilots identified operational scenarios dl .t they

had experienced or observed during missions or training exercises. They also suggested

operationally meaningful measures of merit and performance attribut.es that could be. assaxiated
with each potential maneuver. The engineers identified maneuvers that they thought would

isolate design parameters and be useful for design guidance. The engineers then continued to

complete the form fro in left to right as their backgrounds allowed. Additionally a literature

search was conducted to find existing documented maneuvers. The literature search revealed

several valuable maneuvers but also substantiated the need for a uniform method of

docutnenting and describing evaluation maneuvers.

Maneuver Attributes

Standard Evaluation Operational Flying Performance
Maneuver Design Performance Qualities Attribute of Merit TasktEIomena

CTPHASS I I Parameters Characteristics Task 1

Figure 32. Original Version of the Maneuver Description Sheet

This first step in the Candidate Maneuver Definition and Screening phase resulted in 294

candidate maneuvers. They ranged widely in complexity from very simple to very complex

maneuvers, and several aircraft classes and flight categories were represented. The maneuver

descriptions were not complete because, as described above, the Review Team worked

independently and only completed the sections of the maneuver description form that thleir

background allowed. As a result, the maneuvers submitted by pilots tended to have

information in the right-hand columns while the engineers' maneuvers tended to be complete
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on the left-hand side of the form shown in Figure 32. At this point, the mareuvers were

studied and combined because several very similar maneuvers were submitted. In some cases,

the pilots' inputs were merged with the engineers' inputs to form a more complete maneuver

description. This compilation resulted in approximate!y 200 unique potential maneuvers.

Of these 200 maneuvers, a few basic maneuver components recurred repeatedly. For

example. simple maneuver segments such as roll and capture, pitch and capture, level turn, or

axial acceleration maneuvers could be broken out of larger more complex maneuvers.

However, some complex maneuvers could not be broken down into smaller maneuver

elements. These observations led to classification of maneuvers into one of the thaee following

categories: inidividual maneuvers, maneuver sequences, and freestyle maneuvers as shown in

Figure 33. Individual maneuvers were defined to be the most basic element of a maneuver and

could not be broken down further. Examples of individual maneuvers include the following:

full stick pitch pull, nose-high pushover, and a 360' roll with no capture required. Maneuver

sequences can be visualized as combinations of individual mane-ivers. A pop-up ground attack

maneuver can be thought of as a maneuver sequence because the pilot pulls to a desired pitch

attitude, climbs to a given altitude, rolls inverted, pulls to and captures a target, then rolls back

to wings level whiire tracking the target. And as the name implies, trz-estyle maneuvers allow

the pilot a great deal of freedom to fly the maneuver. Basically only the start co~xiition and end

condition are specified for a freestyle maneuver. The pilot has the freedom to maneuver in any

method to transition from one state to the other state. An example freestyle maneuver would be

a minimum time 180" heading change where the pilot was aflowcd to try a variety of tactics. It

was determined later in this research that not all maneuvers could be rigidly categorized as a

certain type of maneuver, but these definitions are helpful to loosely describe the maneuvers.

ZihzIZ-

Inclividual Maneuvers Mareuver Sequences Freestyle Maneuvers

Filgurm 33. Maneuvers Can Generally Do Classified Into Three Categories
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The next step in Phase I consisted of an independent review cf all of the maneuvers by the

Review Team. This is the first time that Review Team members were able to review candidate
maneuvers recommended by other team members. Many of the maneuvers had been merged

together and the maneuver description forms were more complete; however, some blank
columns still remained. The Review Team members were asked to comment on the maneuvers

and fi'l in any remaining blanks that they could. During this process, engineers were able to

complete maneuvers initiated by pilots and vice versa. Review Teem members also
recommended the elimination of many maneuvers. Several reasons were used to eliminate

maneuvers including the following: commonly accepted maneuvers were removed because of
the desire to augment existing evaluation maneuvers, rTaneuvers that were not dominated by
flying qualities or agility attributes were deleted, maneuvers that only isolated deficiencies

already t.xposed by other maneuvers were eliminated, maneuvers that appeared to be overly

complex to set up and fly, and maneuvers that were not demanding enough to uncover

deficiencies were dropped from consideration. This screening process reduced the number of

potential maneuvers to 89. At this point, the Review Team independently voted fo1 the
maneuvers they thought were the most important to continue developing. The results of this

voting were used to select the top 32 candidates for future consideration.

After selecting the top 32 potential maneuvers, an on-site Review Team meetin'g was held to

discuss and further develop these candidates. This step represented the first time. that a joint
Review Team analysis of the maneuvers was conducted. All of the 32 maneuvers were

reviewed a,,d the two-day meeting resulted in the refinement of 17 maneuvers, the elimination

of 15, and the identfication of 8 new potential maneuwers. Figure 34 lists each group of

maneuvers, reasons for eliminating maneuvers, and documents which maneuvers were

successfully developed into evaluation maneuvers. As a result, Phase I was completed with a
list of 25 potential maneuvers to be considered for flight simulation and 58 additional
mapeuvers that had not been developed as fully. Some of the maneuvers not tested in

simulation may be valuable for future development; therefore, the maneuvers shown in Figure

34 and other maneuver candidates are contained in Appendix A. Some of the maneuvers in
Appendix A may be redundant with other STEMS maneuvers or may not prove useful;

however, they are provided as a source of ideas for future maneuver development.

Additionally, maneuver evaluation forms and simulation comment cards were developed during

Phase I. They were later refined during the Phase II simulations, and the final versions of

these forms ,re iiiciuded in Chapter 2.
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Maneuver; Refitied
Maneuver Notes _____

295 Straight and Leval Acceluration PromIsing maneuv.or, riot yet developed and tested In simu~ation
302 Straight and Levol Dttcelergilon Promising maneuve,, not yet developed and tested
303 Turning Deceicration Promis-ing maneuver, no: yit developed aid tested
313 Pi~ch Attitude Capture Developed wev STEM 7 - Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture
312 Maximum Pitch Pull Developed Into STEM 6 - Maximum Pitch Pull
316 Pitch Unload Use existing maneuver, 3TEM 16 - 1i-g Stabiiiz ad Pusnover
237 Bank-to-Bank Roll Promising mareuver, not yet developed and tested
307 Loaded Roll and Capture Dz~valopad into STEM 13 - High ACA Poll and Capture
310 Lateral Gross Ac,~uisition Use existing maneuver, STEM 3 -High AOA Lateral Gross Acq.
286 Maximum Sideslip Promising maneuver, not yet devoloped and tested
79 Arrest High Sink Rate ,Promising manauver, nu. vet deveiopeo and tesited
299 Offset Approach to Landing Gro-nising nianeuveiv, n-ot yet developed ano testind

O5Turn Entry [2ropped after sirn and TP3 test - lr.sensitive to Design Parameter-
290 Maximum Rate Level Turn Developed4 into STEM 15 - MAirimum Time iFO' Hegaoing Change
14 Accxeleration to Loaip Developed irto STEM 14 - Minimum Speed Full S.ick Loop[
99 Hammrer HKŽad Promising mareuvcr, not vqt developed and tested
184 Teranfslu wid/Tran Avoidance VVL pursuing dovoloprient of Stalon'h)COlohin

Maneuvers Elimiunated

MSneLI ier Notes

9 Freeszyib digh-Speed Accaleration jBetter data fiom seo~p.rats p~zcla unload ano acceleraiion tasks
,192 Maximum Pit~ch Pull from Level 'ruin tEiiminaie 'n favor of1312
250 Pitc~h Agility Task rroe mrt 1 mnj n ne, vr cktcr-.cnts t-; an alyz, ro .z a'
308 Maximum Rate Roli Learn noth ing new over 307
150 Luvi-nd Roll Learn no-thing new over 307
249 Roll Agility Task Similar attritvutes as 307 and 310 (307 and 310 more r~l-iatable)
43 Instwumvmn Approach, Final Segment Not demanding enough
306 Heading C~spture NM operational, learn nothirng now over othe. (laneuvers
58 RollingA Pull-Up Simia. attributes as 305, pursue 305 instead
267 Defrnsivg Gun Attack Compflica.i~d expect chaotic Gsufts
113 FreestIyle High-Speed Reversal Complicated, expect chaotic resul*.s
141 Transitor. fror:~ Pop to Targst Attack Learn nothing n6
98 Two-Circle .tjfjer~y VeitrcaI Reversc Learn nothing r iw o% 'r ?~07, 3W
247 Unloaded Turn Reversal Laarn iothing new ovey 307, 310
2('6 Unnamed INo now attribtetIS evaluated

New Maneuvtrs Identified

Manelive; Note-n

312 Go-Around Maneuver Evaluaze transients to clf'an-up aircral' and ý..olerate
320 Optim"'Umn Acceleration Freestyle maneuver
323 Unload I.'om Chrnax Evaluatea nos(.-down cortrol La3m loaded condition
324 Sidoslip Tracking Directional flying qujalities lack
.325 Axial Tiacking Ayial prerision flny qua'lic-3 task

36AilAcquisitio:i ___ Axial decaland acrel acquisition flying qualities task

Note: Nu~n;-r sshowyn in the left-hait _ coLu~rnn are temrporary STEM ~rumtbers and should not be
conf~used with the finial STEM nurntors shovrt in the notes column and in Reterorice 3. f he
nwrobers in thf. left-han&c cniumn can bb used to locate maneuver descriptions in Appendix A.

Figurr6 34. 9I-staI% of the POVIOW w ý,. Meetin~g Prior to S2.n:latitofl Etorý
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Maneuver Development and Refinement Using Piloted Simulation

Phase H of this contract was used to develop, test, and refine %:valuation maneuvers through

piloted simulations. Three simulations were conduc:ed and each simulation was structured to

have a slightly different approach and objectives. The first simulation was designed to be

exploratory. Several maneuvers were defined, preliminary data was taken, and the analysis

tools and techniques were tested and evaluated. A period of data analysis was conducted after

the simulation to evaluate the manelivers. IU the maneuvers successfully passed the Review

Team analysis, then the maneuver was finalized. Otherwise, it was either refinrd in the next

simulation or removed from future consideration. Also adjustments in the test procedurzs and

analysis techniques weret ade prior to the seconid simulation. The second .iimulation was

used to develop a fe'v new maneuvers, but it mainly served as the primary data gathering

effort. Again, the maneuvers were reviewed to determine which required additional testing in
the third simulation. The final simulation was then used to complete a final refinement of

maneuvers, develop a few new maneuvers, validate some of the maneuvex s with a differetn

simulation model, and evaluate the flight test plan.

Tht first sinuiation was designed to be- expioratory sc that a maximum number of

maneuvers could be investigated and the simulation test approach could be eva'uated. The

simulation was conducted during a five-day period and included approximately 30 hours of

simulation test time. Approximately 15 maneuvers were developed and additional variations,

such as testing different flight conditions and capturing various pitch attitides, were flown for

several of the maneuveis using the GENAIR fighter model described in Chapter 3. Design

parameter vaxiations were tested for each maneuver to begin investigating the sensitivity of the

mariiuver to primary design parameters. A limited a iount of data was collected daring the

.-.V-st simulation so that more maneuvers could be s..reened and developed. Typically, data was

gathered from a single pilot for each maneuver. (Data was taken from two pilots on a few

maneuvers.) A total of six pilots particip,!ed during the week of sirnulation rrnd their snhedules
wevre such that there were always four piiot:s participating at any one time. There were always-

two operational pilots and two test pilots ,Ailable to fly the maneuver and help ia th2 maneuver

development. This was intended to ensu-ý; that the maneuvers would have strcn.g links to

operational anJ test requi:mments. Additionally, ther, wtre four engineers ttw participated fc,.

at, least some portion of the week.

Several observations were made from 9;e first simulation that resulted in a more efficient

second simulation. First, post-simulation data processing indicated that data was required from
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at least rwo pilots before any strong conclusions could be made about that rn aeuver. Data

from a minimum of two pilots is needed !o measure the pilot variability that is to be expected

from the maneuver. However, data from a single pilot was generally sufficient to determine if
the proper design parameters and ranges were be-ing tested. Second, it was determined that

only one operational pilot and one test pilot were needed at P.ny one time to support the

maneuver development and data gathering process. This was evident bocause the two test

pilots tended to agree and the two operational pilots tended to share ihe same perspective.
However, it was valuable to have at least one pilot experienced in each specialty because of the

unique insights. Another conclusion from the first simulation was that more time snould oe

spent flying the maneuveis and less time should be spent discussing them. Seemingl) infinite

discussions could be resolved much quicker by trying various techniques for a maneuver in

simulation. Additionally, some of the simulation tools and evaluation forms were updated as a

result of observations during the simulation.

The second simulation was designed to gather the bulk of the data for this contract as well

as begin validating the maneuvers with a more complex simulation model. This shnulation was

conducted over a two-week span that included 7 days of testing and approximately 49 hours of
...... A1S .... F•-UE t-iow iJaruvcr,, (hat were not•1rnII!l A. !nt]" t~ flt •'. A 1,.t.l• A/ -,,1•Cvr flwa. Fo r &C Ii0k1.e

developec in the first simulation, were developed and tested during the second simulation. The

majority of the simulation time was devoted to testing design par-aroeter variations because most

of tine maneu.vers had been developed previously. Data was gathered from one additional pilot

to augment the first simulation data for some maneuvers. At least t.",o pilots' data was taken in

cases where the test matrix needed revisirg between the first and second simulations. In a few

cases, data was gatheied from four pilots so that pilot variability could be investigated in more

detail. Some of the simulation time was used to begin validating the maneuvers in a high

fidelity FiA-18C aircraft mode!. The maneuvers were developed and design parameter

iariations were tested using the GENAIR fighter model. As a result, the more complex F/A-

1 bC model was used to check the flyability of some of the maneuvers. A total of four pilots

participated in the second simulation (two pilots were available dvring the first week of testing

and two different pilots were available during the second week). One test pilot and one

(perational pilot were available for maneuver development and data gathering at any one time.

The second simnlation was much more efficient than the first because of the progress made

and lessons learned during the flist simulation. Many of the maneuvers had alre ly beer
developed duwing the first simulation, so some of them were simply flown for additional data

while others were slightly modified hased or, the Revitew Team inputs. Also, the te-,t matrices
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had been previously evaluated and either verified or refined prior to the second simulation, so

the data gathering tended to operate more smoothly. In general, the simulation time was used

more effectively because more time was flying maneuvers and trying variations and less time

was spent discussing them. The people participating were also used more effectively because

only two pilots and two engineers were on hand at any one time. Finally, the second

simulation spanned two weeks, so it allowed simple modifications to the test matrices or

simulation setup between weeks.

The thdrd simulation was used to gather final data, test if this evaluation maneuver process

couid be applied to transport class aircraft, validate the maneuvers with a high fidelity

simulation model, and evaluate the flight test plan. The majority of the simulation was

conducted in a 5 day period that included approximately 40 hours of simulation test tim,.-

Additional days, and approximately 14 hours of simulation test time, were used for more

validation and to evaluate the flight test plan. Fourteen maneuvers were flown during this

simulation, including 4 new maneuvers. The data gatheiing procedures for the third simulation

were slightly modified from the second simulation. During the second simulation, all the

maneuvers were flown for numerical measure of merit data, and subsequent data analysis
concentrte-d fquniAtvdat.i. Loevr duin the- thirmd -x maTCvers Wezic

flown only to collect pilot comments because previous data anaiyscs had indicated the inability

to use quantitative data from certain maneuvers. In particular, some of the flying qualifies

maneuvers were flown solely for comments and not for measure of merit data because similar

maneuvers resulted in very poor quantitative data. Also, some of the previcusly developed

maneuvers were tested to determine if they could be flown with alternate command types, such

as an angle of attack rate command system. These maneuvers were flown briefly to check for

flyability and gross trends with design parameter variations.

The flight test plan portion of the third simulation was designed to gather much different

information than the design parameter testing. A simplified NASA High Alpha Research

Vehicle (HARV) model was used so that the performance characteristics would be

representative of flight test (The HARV is currently the most likely aircraft to be used to

validate STEMS in flight test.) This test was coniducted to identify any changes in setup that

rniight be required for the HARV and to get a preliminary idea of the flight time required to

validate STEMS. Additional simulation work with a higher fidelity HARV model is

recommended prior to flight test. Refeence 5 contains dte flight test plan and additional details

of this testing.
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Validation of most of the maneuvers using a high-fidelity simulation model (MuSIC) was
also conducted dining the third simulation. A relatively simple model (GENAIR fighter model)
was used to develop the maneuvers, so a complex simulation model with different performance

and flying qualities was used to help validate the maneuvers. The maneuvers were flown to
determine if the setups were tolerant to wide aircraft performance changes and if the maneuvers
were flyable with a high fidelity simulation model. All of the maneuvers that were tested with

the MuSIC model proved to be flyable and applicable. The MuSIC model was also used to
evaluate limited design variations with some of the maneuvers.

The GENAIR transport mrrodel was flown during the third simulation to test the ability to use
this maneuver development process for other classes of aircraft. Only four maneuvers were

tested, but the results indicated that this process could be extended to other classes of aircraft.
The "Tanker Boom Tracking" maneuver (STEM 18) was found to be a useful evaluation
maneuver, the "Tracking in Power Approach" maneuver (STEM 19) and the "Nose-Up Pitch

Angle Capture" maneuver (STEM 7) appeared to be possibly valuable but could use additional
validation; and a flight path capture maneuver was tried but was not found to be useful. Design

parameter variations were also tested with the transport aircraft, and the data obtained indicates

that the STEMS process can be used in the design of a transport class aircraft also.

Data Analysis and Evaluation of Maneuvers

Periods of data analysis were performed between each simulation to evaluate and refine the

maneuvers. This analysis was used to determine the following characteristics: repeatability and
testability of the maneuver, ability of maneuver to provide useful design information, value of

comments and measure of merit generated, relation cf the maneuver to operational applications,
and the potential for GLOC or spatial disorientation. This analysis and review was used to
modify maneuvers that were deficient in some way. A maneuver was accepted as a STEM if it

successfully met most of these triteria. A maneuver was dropped if it failed many of these
checks. A combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted on the

simulation data to evaluate each maneuver. Several pieces of data were generated from the
design parameter variation testing, including the following: numerical measures of merit, pilot
comments, iilot ratings, maneuver summary conunent cards, and human fa,'tors analyses. All

of this data was reviewed, as shown in Figure 35, to evaluate the relative success or failure of

the maneuvers. The data was also analyzed for its applicability to the design process. Each
maneuver was then either accepted, elibnina:ed, or modified based on Review Team analysis of

the simulation data.
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Maneuver
Descriptions

Review Team
Measures

of Merit

Pilot
Comments

- Revise Maneuver Descriptions
. Identify Promising Maneuvers

Time History - Identify Promising Measures of Merit
plots ° Suggest New Mareuvers

# %

Human Factors

Analysis

Figure 35. Reviaw Team Sources of Data to Evaluate Each Maneuver

Sunmna-y results will be shown in Chapter 5 for each maneuver that was accepted as a

STEM. An exampie will be used in this chapter to describe the steps conducted during the data
analysis and maneuver evaluation. A much more complete set of data for each maneuver is
included in Reference 4. The summary results shown in this report simply derm-onstrate sample
findings and sensitivities. hi general, the results for each maneuver are dependent upon the

design parameters chosen and the range of variation tested. For example, a valuable evaluation
maneuver might be sensitive to changes in short period frequency but not very sensitive to time

delays. This maneuver could be judged incorrectly if it were evaluated by only testing time
delay variations. The range of design parameter variation conducted also strongly influenced
the measure of merit analysis. Therefore, the results shown in these reports ar,- not meant to be
an exclusive list of design parameters for each maneuver.

Quantitative Data Analysis

The quantitative data analysis was conducted by calculating time history measures of merit
and evaluating the ability to use this information to modify a design. The goal of this

procedure was to evaluate the sensitivity of tde measure of merit to design paramneter variations
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and to pilot variability. This was done to isolate measures of merit that were sensitive to design

parameters but exhibited little pilot variability. Measures of merit with these characteristics

could be "trusted" for design guidance. In summary, this process compared the change in a

measure of merit due to a design parameter variation to the variation that was due to differences

in pilots. The result is a cross matrix that identifies how well each measure of merit can be

used to evaluate the changes in each design parameter for a given maneuver. It was found that

some measures of merit might effectively measuwe one design parameter variation but not

another. Therefore, it is dangerous to rely on a single measup- of merit when making a variety

of design parameter changes.

A screening process was conducted for each maneuver to select the most appropriate

measures of merit. First, the Review Team generated a list of assorted potential measures of

merit. A large number of measures of merit were calculated from the time history data using an

automated process. The measures of merit were intentionally selected to be simple to calculate,

and therefore, easier to measure in a flight test environment. They were also selected to be

meaningful from both &sign and operational standpoints. Measures of merit that obviously

were not applicable to a certain maneuver were not calculated for that maneuver, but any that

scciji• even remotely possibie were investigated. Figure 36 shows a list of the measures of

merit that were considered during this study. This list is meani to be representative of typi,.al

measures of merit and is not intended to an all-encompassing set. All of the measures of merit

were. calculated from simple time history signals that are readily available from a simulation

model, and most should be available from flight test. The measures of merit are described in
more detail in Reference 4.

Statistical tests were conducted after calculating the measures of merit to determine which

measures were sensitive to design parameter variations. The statistical calculations were used

to isolate the effects of each cldsign parameter variation and the amount of pilot variability

present in each measure of merit. The results of the statistical analyses were summarized in

both numerical and graphical forms for the subsequent Review Team analysis. Several

analyses were conducted for certain maneuvers. For example, several different pitch attitudes

were used to test a pitch angle capture maneuver. A separate. statistical analysis was conducted

for each anfle capture. Also, multiple analyses were conducted to compare the results from

fractional factorial testing to fuli factorial testing when enough da;ta was available. A complete

set of data, including the numerical and graphical summaries, is included in Reference 4, and

some sample summary information is shown in Chapter 5.
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TPXDEG Time to pitch through an X' pitch attitude change
CLMAX Maximum lift coefficient attained during the maneuver
TCLMAX Time at which CLMAX was attained
ODOAVG Average pitch acceleration over the first X seconds
ODXSEG Pitch acceleration X seconds after Initiation of the maneuver
ODMAX Maximum pitch acceleration
TODMAX Time at which maximum pitch acceleration occurs
OMAX Maxim.um pitch rate
TOMAX Time at which maximum pitch rate occurs
OXSEC Pitch rate at X seconds
AOADMX Maximum AOA rate
TADMAX Time at which maximum AQA rate occurs
ADXSEC Angle of attack rate at X seconds
NZMAX Maximum load iactor
TNXMAX Tine at which maximum load factor occurs
NZDMAX Maximum load factor rate
TNZDMX Time at which maximum load factor rate occurs
THTMAX Maximum incremental pitch attitude
TTHTMX Time at which maximum pitch attitude occurs
AOAMX Maximum angle of attack attained during maneuver
TAOANiX Time at which maximum AOA occurs
AQAX SEC, Angle of attack at X seconds
DELAOA Change in angle of attack from initiall time to final time
TAOA50 Timo to reach 50* angle of attack
TCAPTR Thime from Initial rime until capture occurs
TCMPLT Time to complete the maneuver
TSETTL Settle time (timne to capture after the target first enters the error band)
DELH Increment in altitude between initial time and final timA
DE:LHDG Incremenet in, headin~g between initial time and final time
TDHD)G Time to achieve the increment in heading change
DELPHI Wind axis bank angle at the capture
PMAXACT Maximnum stabiity axis rell rate attained
TPMAX Time at which maximum stability axis roll rate occurs
PDMAX Max~nium stability axis roll acceleration attained
TPDMAX Time at which maximum stability axis roll acceleration occurs
PDMAXN Maximum roll deceleration occurring from a lateral stick cross-check
PHIOVR Bank cvershoot (integral of stability axis roll rate from cross-check until zero rate)
PS Specific excess power at the final time
ENERGY Increment in specific energy between the initial time and the final time
VDOTMX Maximum rate of change of equivalent airspeed
DELV Increment in oquivaient airspeed between the initial time and the final time
GAMDOT Maximum fliaht path rate
TGAMD Time at which the maximum flight path rate occurs
LONRMS Root Mean Square of longitudinal stick position
LATRMS Root Mean Square of ~ateral stick position
E LE R M,3 Root Mean Square of elevation tracki-ng error
AZIRMS Root Mean Square of azimuth tracking error
LONDEV Longitudinal position deviation upon touchdown for tho landing task
LATDECV Lateral position deviation upon touchdown foi- the lE~nding task
TDV Touchdown speed d9viation for the landing task
CHR Cooper-Harper Rating
PRR Pitch Recovery Rating
PXSEC RolIl rate at X seconds
PDXSEC folal acceleration at X seconds
6AM RMVS Root Mean Square of flight path error
Figure 36. Measures of Merit Callcuieted During the Generic Fighter Testing
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An example maneuver and its corresponding data analysis will be used to help describe and

document the maneuver evaluation prwcss used for this contract. A low-speed, maximum
pitch maneuver will be used as an example. This is a very simple, open-loop maneuver

designed to test the maximum pitch capabilities of ar aircTaft. The pilot first stabilizes at the
desired AOA and airspeed, then he performs an aggressive full-aft stick input and continues to

hold aft stick. The maneuver is terminated when the aircraft reaches its maximum pitch

attitude. Variations in short period frequency (WSP), short period damping (ZSP), and

maximum attainable angle of attack (AOAMAX) were tested for this example.

A graphical sunmary of data from the maximum pitch pull analysis is shown in Figure 37.

The bars indicate the average value for each measure of merit for each level of the design

paiameter tested. The first six bars on each graph indicate the average measure of merit value

for each variation in design parameter. The difference between the light and dark bars indicates
the change in measure of merit that is due to the change in that design parameter. The last two

bars on each graph indicate the overall average measure of merit value for each of the two

piiots. The change between these last two bars indicates the difference that can be attributed to

pilot technique. A statistical significance level is also associated with each of these sets of bars

to indicate the credibility ot the statistical calculations (amount of noise or unaccounted for

factors). The significance level is not shown in Figure 37, but it was taken into consideration

during the evaluation process. 4

The sensitivity of each measure of merit to each design parameter and to pilot variability was

analyzed and grouped into categories to indicate the relative strength of that sensitivity. The

percent change in a measure of merit due to a design parameter change was combined with its

statistical significance to indicate if there existed a strong, potentially strong, potentially weak,

or a weak degree of sensitivity. If the dark and light bars in Figure 37 vary considerably and

the statistical tests indicated a high degr te of confidence in the average- I- -,- it is considered a

strong sensitivity. As the relative change decreased in magnitude or the statistical sigrificance

declined, then the sensitivity was classified at a lower level. A suifnfary of this analysis, for

the maximum pitch pull maneuver, is shown on the left hand side of Figure 38. The pilot

variability for a measure of merit was judged by comparing the difference in averages due to a

design parameter variation to the difference in averages between the pilots. If the change due to

the design parameter was much larger than the change due to pilots, that combination of design
parwmeter and measure of merit was considered to have minimal pilot variability. Increasing

amounts of pilot variability were labeled as "some variability" or "large variability." A
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sumimary of the pilot variability for the maximum pitch pull maneaver is shown on the right-~

hand side of Figure 38.
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Strong Minimal Pilot Variability

Potentially Strong Some Pilot Variabiiity
Potentizliy Poor Large Pilot Variability
Poor

Sensitivity to Design Parameters Sensitivity to Pilot Variability

WSP ZSP AOAMAX WSP ZSP AOAMAX

Time to Pitch Through 15 deg
Ave Initial Pitch Accel Over 0.25 sec

Pitch Acceleration at 0.25 sec
Max Pitch Acceleration
Time of Max Pitch Acceleration

Max Pitch Rate
Time of Max Pitch Rate
Pitch Rate at 1.0 sec
Max Angle of Attack Rate

Time of Max AOA Rate
Angle of Attack Rate at 1.0 sec
Max Incremental Pitch Attitude
Time of Max Pitch Attitude

Time of Max Angle of Attack

Angle of At.ack at 3.0 sec
Max Acceleration/Deceleratlion

Figure 38. Design Parameter Variations and Pilot Varlablity

of the rules used to classify the sensitivities and pilot variability is included in Reference 4.

Typical overall sensitivities will be shown for several maneuvers in Chapter 5. Measures of

merit or design parameters that fell into the lower two categories will be removed from the
figures in Chapter 5 for simplicity. A complete set of sensitivity figures is included in
Reference 4.

It becanm obvious after the second simulation that some of the maneuvers did not tend to

generate good measures of merit. In general, maneuvers that were highly closed-loop, such as
tracking tasks, failed to produce many successful measures of mnerit. Therefore, the measure
of merit analysis was not performed cn similar maneuvers that were flown during die tfhd

simulation. This analysis also was not conducted on tests that were used to validate the
maneuvers with the MuSIC simulation model or tests used to validate the maneuvers for
alternate pitch command systems.
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Strong
Potentially Strong
Potentially Poor
Poor

WSP ZSP AOAMAX
TP1 5DEG Time to Pitch Through 15 deg

ODOAVGAve Initial Pitch Accel Over 0.25 sec
00.25SECPitch Acceleration at 0.25 sec

ODMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
TQDMAX lime of Max Pitch Acceleration
OMAX Max Pitch Rate
TOMAX Timeo of Max Pitch Rate
01 SEC Pitcln Rate at 1.0 sec
AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
TADMAX Time of Max AQA Rate
ADI SEC Angle of Attack Rate at 1 .0 sec

THTMAX Max Incremental Pitch Attitude
TTHIMX Time of Max Pitch Attitude
AOAMAX Maximum Angle of Attack
TAOAMX rima M~ KAv A nreIn~ ^.fA ^I

AOA3SEC Angle of Attack at 3.0 sec
VDOTMX [Max Acceleration/Deceleration

Figure 39. Example Overall Senult~wiltes of Measures of Merit for Max Pitch Pull

Qualitative Data An'-ysis

Qualitative data was aWi studied forf each potential evaluation maneuver. This data included

tne fMlowing- pilot comments, pilot ratings, and simulation conmment cards. 1he Review Team
was primarily looking for key comments and data ftat can be used to dJirect design

modifications. T7hey compared pilot opinions to see if consisten~t charaicteristics were obserozid

and if constructive comiments that isolated aircraft attrbutes were obtainied. Pilot ratings wext-

also examined to detennine if the ratings were consistent with the comments nzccived and if the

ratings seemed ieasonable for the dyn~amics being tested. This step roquimd the expericace of

flying qualities engineers to evaluate the quality wwd c4Aitent of the comments m.Wtve to the
design parameter change:s testad Additional valuaeble infonrmaton was cobtainni; from thk

summary conments given by &.e pilots during the simulation. 77',e pilots desc rizd aw.*butes
of a maneuver and their perw.uption of it immedintely after evaluathig all of thju de s.ign pzrameier

variaticns by using the commaent card shown in Chapttr 2, Figure 15. All of this infotmadozi

was used to understand the maveuver better and -,uggcst possible ref Thceiieits if necssary,
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f, qualitative data is very difficult to suiraiarize, so the ccmplete pilot comments, ratings, and

xespn=e; to the simulation comment caid are included in Reference 4, and only summary
coaccusions abou, the ability or inability otfa maneuver to generate useful qualitative &a',a mill
be included ii. Chapter 5.

Human Factors Analysis

All of di, simulations were conducted in a fixed-base dome, so additianal analyses were

performed to identify potential motion effects. The linear and angular accelerations experienced

by a pilot in flight depend upon the aircraft dynan1 cs, location of the pilot stair• ., mockpit

configuration, and other aircraft dependent characteristics. Additicnal factors such as inner ear
and brain stem anatomy, diet, slecp patterns, vision, ard weather also play a role in motion
effects on a pilot. However, analyses were conducted to try to identify maneuvers that would
be potentiahy dangerous in flighL More specifically, GLOC and spatial disorientation were

considered. A qualitative assessment of the maneuvers was perforned before the first
simulation to try to isolate potential motion considerations. Time history data was recorded and

pilot questioniaires were cor-.pleted during the simulations to determine if any ptoblems coAjld
be anticipated during flight. Load factor time history data for all of tlhe ma-Peuve..• -_

evaluated using the Dynamic Acceleration Compute Model (DACM). 'lhe DACM predirtcd no

pxrssiility of GLOC in the maneuvers. This is primarily due to the low speed nature of the

r.aneuvers and the subsequently minimal load factors expericnmuc. Unfortunately, due to the
extremely complex nature of spatial disoricntation, it is difficult to predict. Some computer
models are currently being developed but were net used in this -ses?1cb. InsteaW, a qualitative

evaluation was performed based on answers to the humtan factors pilo! questionnaire shown in

Chapter 2, Figure 16. The rating scales used to summarize susceptibil:y to GLOC and spatial

disorientation are shown in Figure 40. Figure 41 contains the results of the, human factors

analysis of the STEMS maneuvers and indicates no strong potential cascs of GLOC or spatial
diso-ientation.

Evaluation of Malaeuvers

A Review Team analysis of the simulation data was conducted after, the first and second

simulations. The Review Team was furnished with the following infornation: maneuv'r
descriptions, statistical suminarits of the measu•u of merit analysis, tinm histoty plots, pilot
cormaents and ratings, responses from the simulation comment cards, anm results of the human

factors analysis. They were asked to review the pieces of data that were most uwaningful to
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them. Each Review Team member analyzed the data from a slightly different peispective and

responded with different types of inputs. T.he primary goal of the Review Team analysis was

to evaluate the quality of the data generated from each maneuvex, determine the applicauilitv of

each maneuver to the design process, and judge its relevance to operational use.

Gz-Tolerance * Gx,y - Tolerance*I

Rating Injury Description Rating Injury Description

0 None No Pred. Difficulties 0 None No Pred. Ditf icult~es

1 Possible Possible gray/bUack,2ut 1 Possiole Possible Injury
>4-6 instantaneous (o-1 G)

2 Probiajle Probable gray/blackout 2 Probable Probable injury
6-8 instantaneous (1 -2G)

3 Definite Definite blackout 3 Definite Licapacitating injury
7+ instantaneous t+s

Aircrew wearing standard G suit/straining

Spatial Disorientation

Rating Category Description

0 None No predicted difficulties

1 Possible Possibility of SD (2 planes ot move:ment/rapid)

2 Probable High Probability of SO (2-3 plancs/rapid,

3 Definitely SD Inevitable (3 planes/rapid mnovement)

-Assumnption:. clear VFR day

Figure 40. G. olerance and Spatial Disorlentat-on Rating Sc"les

Some key considerations were identified during the Review Teamr analysis. it was

observed that differences in the data due to design parameter variations needed to be nwcli

greater that tie amount of pilot variability in thc data. This ijý ~w iuportant consideration for 41l

of ihe data, but was most easily applied to the quantitative measure of m.-rit analyscs. In oth".;r

words, if measures of mnerit are to be- calculated for a maneuver, it is e-sential thal they be

relatively insensitive to vaariatons between pilots yet sensitive to vayiations in the dcesigl. It
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was concluded that measures of merit, and other types of data, were useless to a designtr if the

data is moie sensitive to the pilot than the configuration dynamics. Two major fact'rs were

used to substantiate this opinion. First, it cannot be assumed that the same pilot will be

available during all of design and flight test, so data that i1 to be used in a comparative fashion

needs to be relatively free of pilot variability. Second, the data should have a stroag correlation

back to design parameters. If a design parameter is adjusted, then the data must accurately

refiet any performance changes rather than beýing overwhelmed by pilot variaoility. Pilot

comxmnts and ratings were also considered as key sources of evaluation data. Therefore, they

were examined for useful design feedback information by comparing the comments to the

parameter variations tested and locking for key comments that would 1e meaningful for design

modifica, ons. After reviewing the simulation data, eacti Review Team member completed the

evaluation form shown in Chapter 2, Figure 13. This form was intended to provide useful

information to improve a maneuver. The Review Team members were also asked to identify

each maneuver as being sufficiently complete, needing refinement, or not worth retaining.

Maneuver f Human Factors Estimate DACM SD Pilot
Number Name 1  Gz Gx,y SD Results Responses
S...... , , ,, A ... , u 0 0 No GLOL)
4 Dual Attack 1 0 0 No GLOC 0 Yes, 2 No
5 Rolling Defense 1 0 1 No GLOC 2 Yes, 0 No
6 Maximum Pitch Pull 1 0 0 No GLOC 0 Yes, 2 No
7 Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture 1 0 1 No GLOC 1 Yas, 2 No
9 Pitch Rate Reserve 1 0 0 No GLOC
11 Sharkenhausen 1 0 0 No GLOC 0 Yes, 3 No
12 High AOA Roll Reversal 1 0 0 No GLOC 1 Yes, 1 No
16 1-g Stabilized Pushover 0 0 0 Nc GLOC 0 Yes, 2 No
17 J.Turn 1 0 0 No GLOC
20 Offset App;oach to Landing 1 0 1 No GLOC 0 Yes, 2 No

Data not analyzed for the following STEMS:
2 High AOA Tracking - Maneuver tested under other research-
3 High AGA Lateral Gross Acquisition - Maneuver test( J under other researchl.
8 Crossing Target Acquisition and Trackirif; - Benign motion, not analyzed.
10 High ADA Longitudinal Gross Acquisition - Maneuver tested under other research.
13 High AOA Roll and Capture -Same motion environment as 12, not analyzed
14 Minimum Speed Full Stick Loop - Not analyzed due to time constraints.
15 Minimum Time 180" Heading Change - Not analyzed due to time constraints.
18 Tanker Boom Tracking - Benign motion, not analyzed.
19 Tracking in Power Approach - Benign motion, not analyzed.

Figure 41. Summary of Human Factwrs Predictions and Anaysl.
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Flight Test Validation

The maneuvers defined under this contract were developed in fixed-base simulation;

therefore, it is necessary to validate them with in-flight testing. 'rhi, validation has been started

by the US Air Force Test Pilot School as two class projects. Six STEMS maneuvek candidates
("High AOA Tracking" - STEM 2, "High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition" - STEM 3, "Ro"ling

Defense" - STEM 5, "IHigh AOA Longitudinal Gross Acqu'.sition" - STEM 10, "1-g Stabilized

Pushover" - STEM 16, and "Maximum Performance Turn Entry") were flown and evaluated
for the ability to use them in a flight tes, environment. 14,15 The six maneuvers were flown

with generally good success except for the "Maximum Perfokma~ice Turn Entry" (which has

since been eliminated from consideration for STEMS). Some of the maneu-,ers had to be

flown at lower A OA than the ma..euvers w'cre really inteeiued for becaus-, oL aircraft LJnitations.
Therefore, it would be very beneficial to validate the STEMS maneuver,: on ,,.n aircraft with
high AOA capability. Currently, the NASA F-18 HARV would probably t,- the best aifcraft to

use for a STEMS validation fiight test program becaus. of its high AOA abilities. Other aL-craft

such as the F-16 MATV (Multi-Axis Thrust Vectoring), X-31, or potentialy the NASA F-! 5
S/MTD ACTIVE (Advanced Controls Technologies for Integrated Vehicles) researr.hi aircf1

are also capable of completing a satisfactory STEMS ,alidaion_ flight t.s pogram•m

Some of the maneuvers ("-Kgh AOA Tracking" - STEM 2, '-lgth AOA LaUte-al GC-o
Acquisition" - STEM 3. "High AOA Longitudinal Gro-s Acquisition" - STEM 10, au'd "i-g

Stabilized Pushover" - STEM 16) have beer, or will suoon be flown oa the F-IS HARV. STEM

16 has also been flown on a production F-18. T.ese maneuveis have proted useful for in-
flight testing. However, it would still be valuable to include tese mancuvers i'ro a•TEMS

validation flight test program so that they can be directly compared to all of the STEMS

maneuvers.

A preliminary flight test plan was developed. and tested under this- cont-act to help trarnition

the maneuvers to a flight test program It can be found in Reference 5. The plan is ncr m2eanwt

to be a final version. Instead, it is intended to be an intermediate step between the rn.aneu, ýr
develonment conducted in fixed-base simulations and the validation of the maneuvers ip flight

test. The plan is written somewhat generically so that it can te used as a starting point fur any
aircraft evaluation that uses the STEMS maneuvers. However, it dfx.. inc.lude ;one sp'zcific

&1ARV data to help initiate a validation test program on the HLARV. Hiowvver, it is

recomulaended that additional simulation with a higtier fidelity simnlation mc41cl be conducted

prior to flight.
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A few hours of simulation was conducted to evaluate and refine the flight test plan. A

simplified HARV model was used to determine if any maneuver setups had to be altered

because )f the performance differerces beiween the IHARV and the generic configuration used

to develop the maneuvers. The simulation was also conducted to help dettneined approximate.

maneuver duration, setup times, and energy lost during the maneuver. Maneuver setups were

also alte•rd, if necessary to allow the HARV to remain in the Research Flight Conzml System

(RFCS) envelope, thus allowing the use 3f pitch and yaw vectoring.3 1 Simulation data and

previous flight test experience were used to help estimate the flight time required to validate the

STEMS.
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Chapter 5
Summary of Design Parameter Variation Data

As described in Chapters 2 and 4, several pieces of simulation data were revivwed to

analyze the potential applicability of each maneuver to the design process. This data included

time history measures of merit, pilot comments and ratings, responses to simulation comment

cards, and other information. Summaries of some of the typical measure of merit results for

each maneuver arm presented in this chapter. A complete listing of the daia gathered during the
maneuver testing is included in Reference 4 As described earlier, these measures of merit

were analyzed using statistical analyses of the simulation configurations, and the procedure

outlined in Chapter 4 was used to evaluate the measures of merit. The results obtained were
dependent upon the design parameters selected and the ranges of variation tested. Therefore,

this is not meant to be a recommendation for any specific set of measures of merit or design

parameters.

A brief overview of the maneuvers and design paramneters tested under this research is
shown in Figure 42. The design parameters tested during this research were detailed in

Chapter 3, Figure 22. Figure 8, Chapter 1, should be consulted for additional maneuver

characteristics such as the axis being evaluated, appropriate flight envelope, etc. Each

maneuver that was accepted as a STEM will be briefly described in this chapter and some

typical measure of merit results will be shown. Reference 3 contains the complete maneuver

description and Reference 4 contains a full set of data including the pilot comments. Only the
measures of merit that resulted in reasonably good success will be shown in this section. Also,

measures of merit were not calculated for all of the maneuvers because it was observed after the

second simulation that certain types of maneuvers were not structured properly for repeatable

numerical measurands. For instance, measures of merit were not calculated for all of the
freestyle or tracking maneuvers because of the limited success observed from ihe first two

simulations.
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Data eD.gn Pai"rtrsr

II+o 4iJ',
IL+I

Maneuver Number and Name 14 we 3
I1. Tracking During High AOA Sweep - 4 '4 '4- 4
2. High AOA Tracking 4 4
3. High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition 4 *4
4. Dual Attack '
5. Rolling Defense '4 '4" 4
6. Maximum Pitch Pull
7. Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture ' 4 N
8. Crossing Targst Acq. and Tracking ' '4 4 N
9. Pitch Rate Reserve -, N
10. High AOA Longitudinal Gross Acq. '4 4 *4
11. Sharkenhausen *4 '4I '4 '4
12. High AOA Roll Reversal -4 14 -'4'4
13. High AOA Ro'l and Capture -1 -4 .1 4
14. Mlnlmu:n Speed Full Stick Loop N4
15. Minimum Time 180" Heading Change

16, 1-g Stabilized Pushover -"

17. J-Tum 4 '4 '4 '
18. Tanker Boom Tracking 4 ' '
19. Tracking In Power Approach 4 N ' '4
20. Offset Approach to Landing , 4,..,.' -

"4 Design Parameter Successtully Tested
N Design Parameter Not Successfully Tested
t Longitudinal DynamVcs Indicates a Combination of Frequency and Damping Tested; Lateral Dynamics

Indicates a Combination of Roll Mode Time Constant arwJ Maximum Roll Rate

Figure 42. Design Par-Imetars Evaluated With Initial STEMS Maneuvers

STEM 1: Trackit~g During High AOA Sweep

This maneuver is iritiated with the evaluation pilot in trail of a cooperative target aircraft.

The target enters a turn and the evaluation pilot evaluates his ability to rack the target. The

maneuver is designed such that the evaluation pilot must gradually increase AOA until tracking

can no longer be conducted. This maneuver has a strong link to operational rquirements and

is a direct extension of the HQDTV technique to high AOA. It can be used to quickly evaluate

longitudinal, lateral, and directional precision flying qualities over a wide AOA range and
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identify potential problem areas. If any problems are uncovered, then theb High AOA Tracking

maneuver (STEM 2) can be used to isolate an AOA for closer investigation. Variations in shoiti

period frequency, short period damping, maximum roll rate (roll sensitivity), and roll mode

time constant were tested to establish a sensitivity to design parameter modifications.

Quantitative measures of merit were calculated but the results were so dominated by pilot

variability that none were successful. The measures of merit are not shown here but are fully

documented in Reference 4. Additional measures of merit could be investigated, but this

maneuver appears to be best suited for qualitative data. The pilot comments and Cooper-

Harper Ratings were of good quality and are shown in Reference 4.

STEM 2: High AOA Tracking

During this task, the evaluation pilot tracks a cooperative target aircraft in a turn. The

maneuver is set up such that the evaluator can maintain a relativcly constant AOA t. thoroughly

evaluate the tracking at that AOA. This maneuver is intended to expose air-!', air tracking

flying qualities characteristics at high AOA for a single axis. A combi.jat.on of precise tracking

and small aim point conrrctions are used to evaluate tracking at a specific AOA. This maneuver

was developed and tested under MDA Internal Research and Development2°0 32 34 (QAD) and
"IKTA Q A .. . . .18• • .-_ A r/" il n _..'. -_ l .- .-

. .. AWA.,, . ,Ag, ,.,txymgqualities c-iteria development efforts. it is included s

one of rte initial STEMS maneuvers because of its applicability to high AOA and the fact that it

is a relatively newly develop,:4 maneuver. This task has been used to develop longitudinal and

lateral tracking criteria for variations in short period frequency, short period darnping,

maximum roll rate (roll sensitivity), and roll mode time constant at 30', 45, and 60" AOA.

Design parameter variations were not conducted under the STEMS contract. References 18,

20, 33, and 34 should be consulted for specific pilot comnxr nts and ratings obtained w-,ith this

task. In general, this task appears to be best suited for qualihative flying qualities data.

STEM 3: High AOA Lateral Gross Acquisition

This maneuver is set up smuh that the evaluation pilot can pull to a desired AOA, stabilize,

and then roll to acquire a target aircraft. It was deveiompL to help isolate the lateral axis for

flying qualities evaluations at high AOA. Specifically, tde controllability of the capture and the

roll rate achieved can be evaluated. This maneuver was developed and extensively tested under

MDA 20,32,3 4 and NASA sponsored 18,33 research. It is included as one of the initial STEMS

naneuvers because of its applicability to high AOA and the fact that it is a relatively newly

developed maneuver. Th•s task has been used to develop latt.'"al acquisition criteria for
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variations in maximum roll rate (roll sensitivity) and rall mode time co;astant for 30', 45", and
60" AOA. Design parameter variations were not conducted under the STEMS contract.

References 18, 20, and 33 should be consulted for specific pilot comments, Tatings, and

criteria obtained with this task. Reference 33 also includes measure of merit analyses
conducted with this task. This task produces good flying qualities comments and data as well

as providing some reasonably good quantitative information.

STEM 4: Dual Attack

This maneuver consists of the evaluation aircraft and two target aircraft. The targets fly

straight and level with a 90' heading difference and the evaluation aircraft maneuvers Ietween
them to alternately acquire each target. The pilot cr- evaluate loaded roll capabilities as well as
the ability to unload, roll, ani pull to transition between the targets. This maneuver is an

operationally relevant tAsk that highlights the ability to reach high AOA and subsequently
control the aircraft. The advantages of good high AOA roll performance can be demonstrated
through this maneuver. Variations in longitudinal dynamics, lateral dynamics, and maximum
AOA were evaluated with the generic fighter simulation model. The MuSIC model was also

used to comnare PST on and PST off modes. A typical summary of the measure of merit

"~~~' ~ "* ~ 6~ oawI. w)a s &Va t All ASlL. -- . £ All. VEAM, AA"AJII AllIVI ArLUAA "I.I4

dynamics (LONDYN) consisted of simultaneous variaticas in short period frequency and
damping, and the variations in lateral dynamics (LATDYN) were tested by simultaneously

varying maxim-)rn roll rate and roll mode time constant. Maximum angle of attack (AOAMAX)
was varied between 40" and 60' to produce the results in Figure 43. Additional statistical tests

were conducted to determine the significance of flying a loaded roll versus an unloaded roll
technique (LOAD) and calculating the measures of merit relative to the first or second target

(TARGET). Only a few measures of merit were found to measure the variation in design

parameters successfully while being insensitive to pilot variability. However, pilot comments

indicate that this is a very good maneuver to evaluate and demons!rate the benefits of high AOA
pitch and roll capabilities.
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Strong
Potentially Strong

*Potentially Poor
Poor

LONDYN AQAMAX LATOYN LOAD TARGET
TCLMAX Tim of Max Lift Coefficient
ODMAX -Max Pitch Acceleration
OMAX Max Pitch Rate
/-.OAO)MX Max Ang!e of Attack Rate
AQAM AX Maximum Angle of Attack
TCAFTR Time to Capture
PMAXACT Max Stability Axis Roll Rate
PDMAX Max Stability Axis Roll Accel
PS Final Time Specific Excess Power
ENERGY Change in Specific Energy
VDOTMX Max Acceieratic n/Deceleration
DELV Change in Equivalent Airspeed
LATRIAS WAS of Lateral Stick Fosition
AZIMRMS RMS of Azimuth Tracking Error

FIguro 43. Overall SonhltIvitles for Duall Attack (STEM 4 TEST 1 ANALYSIS GI)

STEM 5: Rolling Defense

To set up this maneuver, the pilot establishes; a turn at the desired test conditions (AOA and

airspeed, or load factor) and initiates a full stick roll over the top. The data taking portion of
the maneuver begins when the pilot reaches the opposite 90* bank angle and applies a full
forward stick input while maintaining lateral stick. The maneuver is termiinated when the
aircraft has unloaded. This maneuver is primarily intended as a control law evaluation
maneuver to verify the nose-down pitch authority remaining while in a rolling condition.
Additional information about roll coordination and maximum roll rate may also be obtained.
Variations in riaxirnuin roll rate, center of gravity location, and pitch vectoring were tested
using this maneuver. Figure 44 shows a summairy of the measure of merit tcsults from tie
nmaimurn roll irate (PMIAX) and center of gravity (DCO0) variations. Several measures of merit
were found to be sensitive to each of these design parameter. This indicates good repeatability
in the maneuver and indicates that numerical data from this maneuver can be used to modify the
design. Some pilot comments were also generlated from this maneuver, but it tended to be very

dynamic in natur and somewhat difficult to comment on.
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PMAX DCG -

QDOAVG Avg Initial Pitch Accel Over 1.0 sec
QDXSEC Pitch Acceleration at 1.0 sec
ODMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
TQDMAX Time of Max Pitch Acceleration
QMAX Max Pitch Rate
TOMAX Time of Max Pitch Rate
OXSEC Pitch Rate at 1.5 3ec
AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
TADMAX Time of Max AOA Rate
ADXSEC Angle of Attack Rate at 1.5 sec
TCMPLT Time to Complete Maneuver
PMAXACT Max Stability Axis Roll Rate
PXSEC Roll Rate at 0.0 sec

Figure 44. Overall Sensitivities for Rolling Defense (STEM 5 TEST 2)

STEM 6: Ma'dmum Pitch Pull

TIis maneuver is very simple in that the pilot establishes the desired trim tes: puint and then

applies an aggressive fidl aft stick input and holds it until the pitch rate had stopped. This

maneuver represents a fundamental element of sevel'ai nnuieuvers by isolating an aggressive,

open-loop longitudinal input. Testing was conducted at very low speed (Vmin) and at comer

aiWsed (Vc). Variatior-s in short period frequency (WSP), short period damping (ZSP), and

maximum .ngle of attack (AOAMAX) were tested for the low speed case. Figures 45 and 46

show typical results for this testing and illustrate an important consideration when conducting

measure of merit screening. Different indications of the sensitivity to design parameters were

obtained between these figures because of the different range of AOAMAX tested. The range

of WSP and ZSP for these two tests was identical, but the results in Figure 45 occurred when

AOAMAX was varied between 40' and 70" whereas the results in Figure 46 are based on a

variation between 40" and 55'. The large variation in AOAMAX used to p"xluce Figure 45

tended to dcrninate the results. It resulted in a large number of black region,, for the AOAMAX

design parameter and reduced the strength of correlation for the other two design parameters.

This example, illustrates the fact that the measure of merit findings are dependent upon the

ranges tested, and that care must be taken when using DOE techniques so that the test matrix is

balanced. Lowever in general, the maximum pitch pull maneuver was useful in gathering

quantitative datz because it is a very simple, repeatable maneuver that isolates the pitch axis.

Some pilot comments can also be obtained but it is not useful for flying qualifies development

because it is an open-loop maneuver.
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WSP ZSP AOAMAX
TP15DEG Time to Pitch Through 15 deg
QDMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
QMAX Max Pitch Rate
QISEC Pitch Rate at 1.0 sec
AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
AD1SEC Angle of Attack Rate at 1 .0 sec
"T"HTMAX Max Incremental Pitch Attitude
TTHTMX Time of Max Pitch Attitude
AOAMAX Maximum Angle of At!ack
TAOAMX Time of Max Angle uf Attack
AOA3SEC Angle of Attack at 3.0 sec
VDOTMX Max Acceleration/Deceleration

Figure 45. Overall SensltIvitlas for Max Pitch Pull (STEM 6 TEST 1 ANALYSIS A)

WSP ZSP AOAMAX

TP15DEG Time to Pitch Through 15 deg
ODMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
QMAX Max Pitch Rate
TOMAX Time of Max Pitch Rate
QISEC Pitch Rate at 1.0 sec

IVA ^ Xv. Max Angle or Attack Hae
TADMAX Time of Max AOA Rate
AD1SEC Angle of Attack Rate at 1.0 sec
THTMAX Max Incremental Pitch Attitude
TTHTMX Time of Max Pit•h Attitude
AOAMAX Maximum Angle of Attack
TAOAMX Time of Max Angle of Attack
AOA3SEC Angle of Attack at 3.0 sec
VDOTMX Max Acceleration/Deceleration

Figure 46. Overall Sensitivities for Max Pitch Pull (STEM 6 TEST 1 ANALYSIS B)

The maximum pitch pull maneuver was tested at corner airspeed also. The maneuver was
initiated from a dive to allow a greater pitch angle change to be tested. Variations in Control

Anticipation Parameter (CAP), short period damphig (ZSP), and maximum attainable load
factor (NZMAX) were tested for the comer airspeed conditio: Figure 47 shows typical

measure. of merit results for the higher speed case. Just as with the low speed version,

quantitative data could be used to tie measures of merit back to design parameters, and some

pilot comments were obtained.
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CAP ZP NZMAX

TP45DEG Time to Pitch Through 45 deg
TP120 Time to Pitch Through 120 deg
TCLMAX Time of Max Lift Coefficient

QD1SEC Pitch Acceleration at 1.0 sec
QDMAX Max Pitch Acceleration

OMAX Max Pitch Rate
AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
NZDMAX Max Load Factor Rate
TTHTMX Time of Max Pitch Attitude
AOAMAX Maximum Angle of Attack

TAOAMX Time of Max Angle of Attack

VDOTMX Max Acceleration/Deceleration
TGAMD Time of Max Flight Path Rate

Figure 47. Ovefall SensItivities for Maximum Pitch Pull (STEM 6 TEST 3)

STEM 7: Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture

This maneuver setup is the same as STEM 6 and the maximum pitch attitude that can be

captured is determined from STEM 6. A target aircraft is positioned ahead of and above the

evaluation aircraft to provide a reference to capture. This maneuver represents a fundamental

Sckcnici of severai maneuvers by isolating an aggressive longirtdinal capture task. Testing was

conducted at very low sp I (Vmin) and at comer airspeed (Vc). The low airspeed setup was

tested with variations in s,,ort period frequency (WSP), short period damping (ZSP),

longitudinal stick sensitivity (LONSNS), time delay (TIMDEL), and nonlinear stick shaping

(LONSHIP). The few meastres of merit and design parameters that resulted in successful

correlation are shown in Figure 48. Most of the measures of merit were dorninated by pilot

variability because of the closed-loop nature of the task. Time to capture was also calculated,

but it was not effective because of the large amount of pilot technique required in this

maneuver. The LONSI-IP design parameter did not generate any successful measure of merit

correlations so it is not shown in Figure 48. However, this maneuver did generate very

effective pilot comment data and Cooper-Harper ratings. All of the design parameters except

for TIMDEL ,.:ould be evaluated using pilot comment data. Historically it ha. been difficult to

determine accurately the effects of moder-ate time delays in a fixed-base simulation.

The nose-up pitch angle capture maneuver was tested at comer airspeed also. The

maneuver was initiated from a dive to allow a greater pitch angle change to be tested.

Variations in Control Anticipation Parameter (CAP), short period damping (ZSP), and

longitudinal stick shaping (LONSHP) were. tested for the comer airspeed condition. Figure 49
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shows typical measure of :2erit results for ihe higher speed case. Just as with the low speed
vei--ion, very little quantitative data ýould be used to tie measures of merit back to design

parameters. However, the time to captwte metric proved more reliable for the higher speed test
condition. Pilot comments and ratings were again very valuable for the corner aitspeed test

condition.

WSP ZSP LOJSNS TI'ADEL
QDOAVG C Avg Initia! Pitch Accel Over 0.25 sec
QD025SECG Pitch Acceleration at 0.25 sec
ODMAX Max Pitch Acceteration
TODMAX Time of Max Pitch Acceleration
OMAX Max Pitch Rate
TQMAX •Time of Max Pitch Rate
TADMAX gTime of Max AOA Rate

LONRMS •RMS of Longitudinal Stick Position

Figure 48. Overall Sensitivities for Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture (STEM 7 TEST 7

ANALYSIS D)

CAP ZSP LONSH4P
, ...... Time of Max Lift Coefficient

TODMAX . Time of Max Pitch Acceleration

,ELAQA . Change in AOA
TCAFTR Ti•••• Capture
PS Final Time Specific Excess Power

Figure 49. Overall Sensitivities for Nose-Up Pitch Angle Capture (STEM 7 TEST 6)

STEM 8: Crossing Target Acquisition and Tracking

This maneuver is conducted by setting up a target aircraft above the evaluation aircraft with
a 90" heading offset, and the target immediately enters a turn toward the evaluation aircraft.

The evaluation pilot tries to acquire rapidly and then continue tracking the target as it crosses in

front. TRis maneuver allows the acquisition and tracking capabilities of an aircraft to be

exercised through the multiple-axis acquisition of a target aircraft. The maneuver requires the
test aircraft to generate and stop a pitch rate to capture the target, as well as perform a multiple
axis tracking task on a crossing target. The ability to pull to moderately high AOA, stop the
pitch rate, laterally track a target while unloading in AOA, and then transition to longitudinal

tracking axe tested. This maneuvei was used to test variations in short period tiequency,
maximum roll rate, and roll mode time constant. Valuable pilot commnrents on longitudinal

flying qualities, lateral flying qualities, and control harmony were obtained from this
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maneuinr. However, quantitative messunts of merit wer not calculated because of the
freestyle nature of the task.

'TEM 9: Pitch Rate Reserve

This maneuver is conducted by establishrng a level turn at the desired test conditions and
applying a full aft stick input. The input is maintained until the nose rate d-rops below its initial
stabili"e value. This maneuver is inteivic to demonstrate the reserve pitch authority available
fromr a loaded condition. This mineuver was diefined from the "Angular Reserve" maneuver
tested in: Reference 6. Design parameter variations hi short yvriod fivquency (WSP), shoit
period damning (ZSP), xid longitudinal stick sensitivity (LONSNS) were tested. Figure 50
shows results of the nyv tsure 3f mnerit anialysis conducted for this maneuver. Several measures
of merit stoccessidIlly correlatedthdi. sknulation data indicating the ability to use quamititative data
lZor this maneuver. The design paraaxeter LONSNS did not generate significant changes in any
cf the calculated measurcs of merit. Sonw: valuable pirlot comment data was obtained using Uhs
maneuver, but it was limited because of the open-loop nature of the maneuver.

OQOAVG Avg initial Pitch Accel Over 0.25 sec
(QD.25SEC Pitch Acceleration at 0.25 sec
ODMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
OMVAX Max Pitch Rate
TOMAX Time of Max Pitch Rate

OiSEC Pitch Rate at 1 .0 sec
AOADMX Max Angie of Attack Rate
TADMAX rime of Max AOA Rate
A D 1SECO Angle of Attack Rate at 1.0 sec
VEI.AOA Cange in AQA
IVDO1MVX Max Acceleration/DecCLuration

Figure NO. Overall Sensitivities for Pitch Rate Reserve (STEM S TEST 2)

ST7EM 10: High 10A Longitudinal Gros Acquisition

1'hib mnaneuver is initiated with the evaluation aircraft in trai of a target aircraft. The target

enzers a turn and the ev~duation pilkt performs a sequence of longitudinal acquisitions of the

target zimraft. With some practice, the pilot can perform the captures so that they occur around

a test .XOA. This maneuver is designed to isolate the flying qualicis charactristics of an

aircraft during a high AOA longtudinal captwz tasL ht was dcvaloped and testedi under MDA
IILD20,32,34 and NASA sponisored1 8'3 3 high AQA flyiny qualities criter.i:t dcvclopoY3!t
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efforts. It is included as one of the initial STEMS mancuvers because of its applicability to

high AOA and the fact that it is a relatively newly develop-d maneuver. This task has been

used to develop longitudinal acquisition crite, ia for variaticms in short period frequency (W'SP)

and short p.-riod damping (ZSP) for several angles of atack. A minimal amount of data was

taken under the STEMS contract. References 18, 20, 33, and 34 should be consulted for
additional pilot comientsN ratings, and flying qualities criteria obtained from this maneuver.

Reference 33 also includes measure of merit malyses conducted with data from this maneuver.
A summary of the measuire of merit analysis conducted under the STEMS contract is shown in

Figure 51. The few number of successful correlations in Figure 51 may be due to the minimal

amount of data collected; Reference 33 was more successful at extracting meaningful rncasur:

of merit data from this maneuver. Overall, this task produces good flying qualities comments,

and data as well as providing some reasonably good quantitative information.
WSP ZSP

TCLMAX • ___._ Time of Max Lift Coefficient

ODMAX Max Pitch Acceleration

TQMAX Time of Max Pitch Rate

AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
TADMAX Time of Max AOA Rate

Figure 51. Overall Sensitivities for High AOA Longitud~nal Gross Aoquisulon

(STEM 10)

STEM 11: Sharkenhausen

This task is initiated with a head-on target aircraft that is downrange, offset, and higher than

the evaluation aircraft. The evaluation pilot attempts to capture the target as rapidly as possible

and then track the target. This maneuver e'low., the acquisition capabilities of an aircraft to be

exercised through a multiple-axis acquisition of a target aircraft. The ability to pull to
moderately high AOA and maintain good lateral control on a crossing t,-ge; is emphasized.

'Ibis maneuver ias evaluated at a low speed condition (Vmia) and at comer airspeed (Vc).

Design parameters variations in longituadinal dynamics (LONDYN), lateral dynamics

(LATDYN), and maximum angle of attack (AOAMAX) wer= tested for the .ow speed

condition. The variation in longitudinal cAynamics consisted of simultateous variations in short

period frequency and damping, and the variations in lateral dynamics were tested by
simultaneously varying maximum roll rate and roll mode time constant. A quick investigation

of initial range to target was also tested. A typical summary of the measure of mesit data is
shown in Figure 52. Some measures of merit were found to corrnlate to these design

parameters; however, the data is very dependent upon initial range. This implies that the task
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may be limited to simulation use. It does appear to be a valuable evaluation and demonstration

maneuver however. The initial downrangc could also be varied to deter-ine the minimum

range at which the task could be performed. Design parameters could then be varied to

determine their influence on this minimum range.

LONDYN AOAMAX LATDYN RANGE

TCLMAX "imo of Max Lift Coefficient
QOMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
TODMAX Time of Max Pitch Acceleration
OMAX Max Pitch Rate
AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
AOAMAX Maximum Angle of Atta..k
TAOAMX Time of Max Angle of Attack
DELAOA Change k, AOA
DELHDG Change in Heading
PMAXACT Max SWaSlity Axis Roll Rate
PDMAX Max StaVility Axis Roll Accel
PS Final Time Specific Excess Power
ENERGY Change in Speafic Energy
VDOTMX Max AcceoeratiorVDeceleration
DELV Change in Equivalent Airspeed

~~~~~IIM ...... .. ... 1_ r,,,, IMU;0 LkUi' QL., r~bu VI I

LATRMS RMS of Lateral Stick Position

Figure 52. Overall SUnsltlvltles fta Sharkenheuuen (STEM 11 TEST 5)

Variatioms in LONDYN, LATDYN, and AOAMAX wre also tested with Ox

Sharkcnhlusen at corner airspeed. A summary of the rmeasure of merit analysis is shown in
Figure 53. The high speed test condition seemed to be monw dependent upon pilot technique

because of the greater load factor capability. Vcry few strong cormelations were observed and

LONDYN resulted in no successful c, ations. Overall, the initial range to target had a

stronger influence on th measures of merit t•hn did any of the d&sign paramletes tested. As a
result, poor quantitative data resulted from this maneaver. However, this maneuver produced

qualitative data that cai he used as an overall check of Lhe aircraft's ability to point at and trick

a crossing target rapidly.
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AQAMAX LATDYN RANGE
TOMAX rime of -,a Pitch Rate
AQAMAX Maximum Angle of Attack
TAOAMX Tim%- of Max An'gle of Attack
DELAOA Change in AQA
TPMAX Time ol Max olai Rate
ENE RGY( hanQe in Spec~fc Energy
VDOTMX Max AccelerE:tion/r.,Fce~eration
LONRMS RMS of Longit'dioal Stick Position

Figure 53. Overall Sensitivities for Sharkenhauisen (STEMA '11 TEST 4)

STEM 12: High AOA Roll Reversal

Setup for this maneuver is accomplished by performing a split-S, thenr pulling to the test

AOA. Thbe data gathering portion of the maneuver begins after the pitch attitude izxreases to the

point that the velocity vector is pointed directly downward. At that time, the pilot applies a full

roll control input and holds it until the heading has changed by the dzsired amiount. The pilot

then applies full opposite roll controls until returning through the initi~al hteading. Thiis

maneuver allows the investigatfion of high AOA mil rnprwfsnrnn nc n a j-ativel,rh .ctznbiijze 41.-U

condition. Roll onset as well as the aircraft response to a large cross-check input ca.1 be

evaluated. This maneuver was originally suggested in Refernce 6 and developed and tested

under this research. This maneuver was flown using 90' and 180* heading changes.

Variations in roll mode time constant (TR), maximum roll rate (PMAX). and wNhether or n-at a

roll acceleration limiter existed (PDLIM) were tested. Figure 54 includes a summary of the

overall measure of merit results for the I 80* heading change. Maxinmum ro1, rate was the

predominant design parameter in this case and PDLIM did root produce any strong correlation.

Roll mode time constant and the roll acceleration limit were more important when the mancuver

was flown through only a 90' heading change as seen in Figure 55. Maximum roll rate is still

a stronger design parameter, but roil mode tiny- constanit and the roll acceleration limqit are now

Significant. This may be attributed to the fact that fth initial response is a much larger portion

of the 90' maneuver than the 1 80* maneuver. Therefore, parameters that most affect the initiald

response become more of an ir'fluencc. Overall, this maneuver was more effective at

generating numerical data thtan pilot comments, but some useful comments were obtained.
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STR PMVAX l

TCMPLT Time to Complete Maneuver
-PMAXACT Max Stability Axis Roll Rate
"TPMAX Time of Max Roll Rate
PDMAX -.. Max Stability Axis Roll Accel
PDMAXN Max Roll Deceleration
P3.OSEC Stajoility Axis Roll Rate at 3.0 sec
PD0.SSEC Stability Axis Roll Accel at 0.5 sec

Figure 54. Overall Senritltllnes for High AOA Roll Reversal (STEM 12 TEST 1)

TR PMAX PDLIM
TCMPLT Time to Complete Maneuver
DELHDG Change in Heading
PMAXACT Max Stability Axis Roll Rate
PDMAX Max Stability Axis Roll Accel
TPDMAX Time of Max Roll Acceleration
PDMAXN Max Roll Deceleration
PHIOVR Wind Axis bank Angle Overshoot
PDO.5SEC Stability Axis Roll Accel at 0.5 sec

Flgure 55. Overall Senaltlvities for High AOA Roll Reversal (STEM 12 TEST 2)

S4ENM 13: High AOA Roll End Ct pture

This maneuver is initiated similarly to STEM 12, but the pilot performs a lateral capture

instead of using full opposite roll controls to reverse the roll. The pilot can captuze a heading

because ot the velocity vector is criented straight down during this maneuver. This maneuver

is d-signed to isolate the flying qualities characteristics of an ai-Ž-raft during a high AOA lateral

capture task. Figure 56 shows the rreasure of merit analysis ior variations in roll mode time

constant (TR) and maximum roll rate. (PMAX). Data is only available for one pilot, so the
correlations on this figure do not factor in pilot variability. As a result, a fnal conclusion on
the smngth of measures of errit cannot be determined yet, but the iWitial indications look

promising. The pilot comment and rating data received from this maneuver appear to be

valuable.
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TOAPIR Time to Capture
PMAXACT Max Stability Axis Roll Rate
PDMAX Max Stability Axis Roll Accel
TPDMAX ~ . Time of Max Roll Acceleration
LATR MS RMS of Lateral Stick Position
P2.OSEC Stabilty Axis Roll Rate at 2.0 sec
PDO.5SEC Stability Axis Roll Acceleration at 0.5 sec

Note: Pilot Variability Not Included Because Data Available from Only One Pilot
Figure 56. Sensitivities to Design Parameters for High AOA Roil and Capture

(STEM 13)

STEM 14: Minimum Speed Full Stckk Loop

This maneuver is flown iteratively in a build-up fashion to identify an airspeed oand in

which a full-stick loop cannot be comnpleted. The maneuver is started at a low speed and a

maximum pitch pull is performed. The start speed is successively increased until an 80' pitch

attitude is attained. The maneuver is then attempted at 100 knots faster than the speed requi~red

to reach 80' pitch attitude. T1his stat speed is then succf~ssively reduced until the minimum

pitch rate drops below 5 deg/sec: or lateral control becomes deticient. hnfonn~tiorz on pitch

authority at low speeds in the vertical as well as roll s'ahility inform'ition m~ay be obtainod. It

does not represent the mrinimumn airspeed at which a loop can be flown using energy-

maneuverability principles. This maneuver tends to. be mo' e of a demonstnation "md envelope

expansion maneuver z-dther, than a desitm evaluation maneaver. Titerefoic,, the only variation

tested was with the MuSIC aircraft with PST on and PST off. No quantitative data is intended

to be calculated for this maneuver other than the nuinimum spced tor a full stick loop. It did

result in pilot comments about low speed- contrru,'iabiirv-.

STEM 15: Minimum Time U';0' Headling Chiutnge

Thi's maneuver is inler.cled io demonsv-avt; the possible options that a pilot has avaltabje to

ziiange the airmxaft heading by 180~'. It shojid inch ide I'esting of convuntional nme.;Ws suzh a.;

level tury-s, mel split-S, slices, as well as iechniquej(s such as the J**Ttau Only the initial aiiid

fina! cofleiiofls are sp~ccifie4 for this manic-.ver. It is a free-styl mnaneuver bocausc ,i pilot is

encouraged tro try ' ;.rious techniques to pc-tforrp a 18.1 j'=eding change. Ib1is maneuver was
flown it the MuS 1Y2 simulation mcdel using the PST on and oft" modes to du ionstaltr theC

acLoaIJption() --ovided to a pilot through ýhu~st vcctoiiriZ. Thi.- irareu'ver i- i ot ini-ndcd

fo:- quantiw'Aiv data cxcxpi for a n~g ~iit.of thirn,' requixed to 0harge headling by 180'.
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STEM 16 1-g Stabilized Pushover

To perform this maneuver, the pilot establishes a stabilized, wings level high AOA
condition and aggressively applies full forward stick. The pilot continues to hold forward stick

until the AOA drops below 10". This maneuver allows a stabilized evaluation of the nose-

down pitch authority at high AOA. This maneuver was developed and tested under

NASA/Navy research 30 . It is included as one of the initial STEMS maneuvers because of its

applicability to high AOA and the fact that it is a relatively newly developed maneuver. This

maneuver was used to test variations in center of gravity location (DCG) and pitch vectoring
(TV). Figure 57 shows measure of merit results from the DCG testing. Four center of gravity

locations were tested. The column labeled DCGA compares the most forward cg location to

the second most forward. The DCGB column compares the most forward cg to the third most

forward, and the DCGC column compares the forward-most and aft-most cg locations. The

measures of merit are quite good for the DCGA va-iation and continue to become stronger as

the center of gravity location moves fureer aft. This maneuver generates very consistent

quantitative data because of its simple, repeatable technique. Pilot comments and Pitch

Recovery Ratings can also be used from this maneuver.

DCGA DCIGB DCGC-

TP35DEG I ime to Pitch Througn 35 deg
TCLMAX Time of Max Lift Coefficient
QDOAVG Avg Initial Pitch Accel Over 1.0 sec
QD1SEC Pitch Acceleration at 1.0 sec
QDMAX Max Pitch Acceleration

"Time of M ( Pitch Acceleration.
OMAX . Max Pitch Rate

TOMAX Time of Max Pitch Rate
Q2SEC Pitch Rate at 2.0 sec
AOADMX . Max Angle of Attack Rate

TADMAX Time of Max AOA Rate
AD2SEC Angle of Attack Rate at 2.0 sec
AOA2SEC Angle of Attack at 2.0 sec
TCMPLT Time to Complete Maneuver
ENERGY Change in Specific Energy
VDOTMX Max Acceloration/Deceleration

DELV Change in Equivalent Airspeed
IGAMD Time ol Max Flight Path Rate

FWftýrc :k7. Overall Sekts3tVltlQM for 1U Stablilzed Pushaver (STEM 16 TEST 2)
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STEM 17 J-'I,.rn

To perform this maneuver, the pilot apllies full pitch and roll conro inputs simultaneously
until the aircraft has completed a 180" turn or reaches a wings-level inverted position,
whichever occurs f't-.t. Then the pilot removes the roil control input and continues to pitch the

r.ose back up to the horizon. This maneuver requires the sinmUlwneous use of high AOA pitch

and roll authority and serves as a good demnonstntion maneuver for high AOA
maneuverability. The J-Turn is intended to emulate the maneuvering requirements of a tactic

developed during the MuSIC thrust vectoring tactical utility studies. 23 This maneuver was
used to investigate variations in short period frequency (WSP), man-mum roll rate (PMAX),

and longitudinal command types (CMDTYP). AOA and AOA rate longitudinal command types

were compared. It was also used to compare the PST on and PST off mode," of the MuSiC

simulation model. Figure 58 shows a summary of the WSP, PMlAX, and CMDTYP tesiing.
For the measures of merit calculated, the variation in WSP resulted in the most correlations.

However, both CMDTYP and PMAX resulted in several successful correlations. TIis

maneuver also resulted in some pilot comments but seems to be bect suited as a maneuver to

demonstrate high AOA roil and pitch authoiity.

STEM 18: Tanker Boom Tracking

This maneuver consists of tracking the refueling probe of a tanker from a pre-contact

posidion. The evaluation pilot can try tracking a steady probe or the boom operator can move

the probe to create tracking .errors. This maieuver is intended to evalhate high gain flying
qualities. It will highlight high gair/bigh sensitivity flight control system deficiencies Wad
possibly uncover low phaxe and gain margins. This is an existing maneuver but was further

tested here for validation and because it may not be a well recognized evaluation maneuver.
This maneuver is used at the Air Force Flight Test Center and in particular was recently used

on the C-17 program. 35 Variations ii- Control Anticipation Parameter (therefore short period

frequenrcy), sho:t period damping, and roll mode ti-te constant were tested with the generic
fighter and transport models. Ithe variations in dynamiics were discernible to the pilots and

resulted in good comments. Cooper-Harper and PIO ratings are als, applicable for this

maneuver. This task was mort difficult to fly in the fixed-base simulator than might be

expected ia fhight. It appeaied that PIO tendencies were exaggerated and it was ,nore difficult

to controi the range to proue. These characteristics are attributed to the reduced pilot cues as
compared to flight. It is still believed to be a valuable task; however, fixed-base simulatior
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may result in an overly pessimistic evaluation. Numerical measure cf merit analyses were not
attemrpted becapwý of the tight closed-loop nature of this ak

CMDTYP PMAX WSP
TP:'ODEG Time to Pitch Through 20'
TOLMAX Time of Max Lift Coeff icient
QDOAVG Avg Initial Pitch Accol Over 0.25 sec
QDO.25SEC Pitch Acceleration at 0.25 sec
ODMAX Max Pitch Acceleration
OMAX Max Pitch Rate
TQMAX Time of Max Pitch Rate
00.5S EC Pitch Rate at 0.5 sec
AOADMX Max Angle of Attack Rate
TA DMAX Time of Max AQA Rate
ADO.5SEC Angle of Attack Rate at 0.5 sec
TNZMAX Time of Max Load Factor
TNZDMX Time of Max Load Factor Rate
THTMAX Max Incremental Pitch Attitude
TTHTMX Time of Max Pitch Attitude
AQAMAX Maximurn Angle of Attack
T AOAMX Trime of Max Angle of Attack
AOA1 .OSEC Angle of Attack at 1.0 sec
TAQA5O0 I ~ ~ Time to~ 5f0 Annrii of Attack
TCM PLT Time to Complete Maneuver
PMAXACT Max Stability Axis Roll Rate
PDMAX Max Stability Axis Roll Accel
TPDMAX Time of Max Roll Acceleration
PS Final Time Specific Excess Power
ENERG)Y Change in Specific Energy
P1 .0SEC Stability Axis Roll ate at 1 .0 sec
PDO.5SEC [i' Stability Axis Roll Acceleration at 0.5 sec

FIgure 58. Overall SonsIt11v1t1oR for J-Turn (STEMA 17 ANALYSES A and B)

STrEM 19: Tracking in PA

T7his mnaneuver consists of tracking a target aircraft fromn approximaltely 1500 ft range while

in a power approach mode and at an approach airspeed. It was valuable to have the target
pe-iformi a sequence of heading changes to form a more demanding task. Thbis maneuver is a
task xhat can be. performed at a safe altitude before preision landings are attempted. This was

an existing maneuver but was further tested here for vilidation and because it may not be a well
recognized evaluation maneuver. In particular, this amanuver was used ont the F-i15 S/MI])
prpgrant 36 O Variations in Control Anticipation Parameter (therefore short period froquency),
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short period damping, maximum rodl rate (roll sensitivity), and roll mode time constant were

tested with the generic fighter and transport models. The maneuver resulted in reasonably

valuable comments and ratings from the fighter testing but the variations in dynamics were not

very discernible during the transport testing. This may have been due to the design parameter

range tested or the small heading variations of the target aircraft (15* neadhng changes for the

transport task versus 30" heading changes for the fighter testing). Measures of merit were not

calculated fof this task because of the closed loop .tature of the tusk. Additional testing and

validation of the this maneuver is recommended; however, it appears to be a promising

maneuver.

STEM 20 Offset Approach to Landing

This task is initiated with the aircraft on the correct glide slope, correct approach speed, and

parallel to the runway but offset to one side. At a specified position, the pilot corrects the

lateral offset and attempts a precision landing. This maneuver provides a demanding flying

qualities task to test the ability to control flight path and speed while the aircraft is configured

for approach. This maneuver has been used extensively to evaluate aircraft approach to landing

flying qualities. Preliminary testing was conducted as part of this contract to investigate

variations in maximum roll rate (PMAX), roil mode time constant (TR), Control Anticipation

Parameter (CAP), short period damping (ZSP), engine response time constant (TAUJENG),

time delay (TIMDEL), and lift curve slope (LALPHA - pitch rate lead term). During testing,

the aircraft speed control was found inadequate and that tended to dominate the pilot comments.

At that point, testing was suspended because of the amount of data and testing that has already

been conducted with this task in other research. Measures of merit were calculated from the

limited testing conducted under the STEMS contract. Several measures of merit were

attempted, but Figure 59 shows that few resulted in any success. This figure also indicates that

only the PMAX, TR, and CAP design parameters resulted in any success. Tile nature of this

task is such that it may require significantly more samples to produce a reliable statistical

analysis. The pilot comments were difficult to analyze because of the speed ccntrol deficiency

of the aircraft and the DOL2 test matrix chosen. (The seven factor test matrix shown in Figure

26 was used.) However, this maneuver is included i STEMS because it has proven to be a

valuable evaluation :col in several other researc", d development programs.
PMAX "TR - -CAP _

ODMAX max Pitch Acceleration
QMAX Max Pitch Rate
DELHDG Charnge in Heading

Figure 59. Overall Senslitvlties for Offset Approach to Landing (STEM 20)
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks

Three primary products resulted from this research. A Standard Evaluation Maneuver Set

was initiated by developing and documenting several new maneuvers. These maneuvers are

designed to help evaluate an aircraft in an operational environment and can be used to evaluate a
wide range of aircraft attributes and capabilities. As a result, the maneuvers can be used

throughout the design process to produce an operationally effective aircraft. These maneuvers

have been documented in a maneuver reference guide that is intended to become a "living"

reference source. of useful evaluation maneuvers.3 The maneuvers have been written in a
somewhat generic form so that they can be altered as necessary to meet the specific test

objectives for any aircraft program.

The second major product of this research is a maneuver development process that can be

used to define additional evaluation maneuvers. The development of new maneuvers is

important because the initial entries into STEMS do not provide a comprehensive set of

evaluation maneuvers. The process documented within this report proved to be an effective
method to develop and evaluate maneuvers. The key principles rectfired to develop

maneuvers, important characteristics of these maneuvers, and lessons learned are also

described. This maneuver development process can be used to generate additional STEMS as
new technologies emerge or new capabilities are added.

The third product of this research is a set of guidelines to help select existing maneuvers. It
may not be necessary to test all of the STEMS maneuvers for a particular configuration or
design parameter trade-off study. So, a set of guidelines has been developed to help STEMS
users select the best subset of maneuvers for their particular test needs. These guidelines have
been included with the maneuver reference guide3 to create a stand-alone working document.

There are several benefits that can be gained through the use of these three products. High
quality evaluation maneuvers can be developed more efficiently. The time required to test an
aircraft can be reduced by using predefined, well-documented evaluation maneuvers. The time
required to plan for a test can be reduced and the quality of the test can be improved by using
the maneuver selection guidelines. And most importantly, a more constructive evaluation can
be conducted by evaluating key aircraft attributes in operationally representative tasks.

Additional data on each successful maneuver tested during this simulation is documented in

Reference 4. This data represents a large nurber of test points and may contain valuable
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information for those who want to investigate these maneuvers further. For example, the pilot

comments, ratings, and measure of merit data can be used to help develop initial test raatrices

for flying qualities criteria development or tactical utility studies. The data may also provide

background data for the development and application of numerical measues of merit.
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Chapter 7
Recommendations

The strongest recommendation for future efforts is to continue the development of new
maneuvers for updates to the Standard Evaluation Maneuver Set. This research is just the first

step toward a maneuver reference guide for the evaluation of a wide range of aircraft

characteristics. STEMS will 'e an extremely valuable design tool if additional maneuvers

continue to be added. Evaluation maneuvers that are developed in the future for emerging

technologies should be inciuded in this "living" document. It is also recommended that

existing, well established maneuvers be included as part of STEMS so that they can be more
unifo,-mly documented and become more widely used. It is hoped that STEMS will be a

convenient, and therefore often used, source of maneuver descriptions and ideas that will be
used to improve an aircraft design from initial development in simulation to final flight test.

New maneuvers or experience in app!ying existing STEMS maneuvers should be sent to
Wright Laboratory/FIGC_2 for inclusion into STEMS.

The initial set of maneuvers was developed in a fixed-base simulation; therefore, it is

-ecoi-imted txhit in--flight resting be conducted to evaluate these maneuvers in a flight test

environment. The maneuvers have already been shown to be valuable in simulation, but they
need in-flight validation to determine if they can be used duning flight test also. In particular,

attributes such as repeatability, difficulty to set up, measurability, and safety need to be

evaluated before these maneuvers can be used confidently. Some work has already been done
through Air Force Test Pilot School projects and generally favorable results have been

obtained. These projects were limited to relatively low AOA because of the aircraft available

for testing. It would be beneficial to fly the high AOA evaluation maneuvers on the NASA

F-18 HARV, F-16 MATV, NASA F-15 S/MlTD ACTIVE, or X-31 because of their high AOA

capabilities.

It would also be interesting to gather lessons learned from early flight test programs and

determine if the STEMS maneuvers would have been able to detect deficiencies that were

missed during design. If cases of PIO, roll ratcheting, oy other deficiencies were uncovered

during a flight test, it would be beneficial to have an evaluation maneuver capable of

uncovering those deficiencies for future designs. If none of the current STEMS maneuvers can

isolate the problem, then it would be valuable to develop a new maneuver to expose that

deficiency and include it in STEMS.
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Appendix A
Additional Potential Maneuvers

An enonnous nzmber of potential rmaneuvt's were considered dudag this ,onuact tut only

a few wee developed and tested in simulation. This appendix includes preliminary maneuvers

from Phase I that were not tested during sLaulat~on because of time cxnstr.4nts. Some of these

maneu vrs may be valuablt to further develop and add to STEMS. However, some of these

maneuvers may duplicate other STEMS maneuvers or may not work well for evaluation, so

they should be reviewed and compared to the current STEMS maneuvers before being

developed drhiig simulation. They are included in this appendix as a source of ideaS for future

development of STEMS.
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Index of Additional Potential STEMS Maneuvers Found in Appendix A

Maneuver Name Page Maneuver Name Page

Definitions 93 Non-Procizion Appr. and Landing 122

Straight and Level Accel 94 Visual Appr., Downwind & Base 123

Accel for Go-Aroi-u.d 95 Takeoff 124

Optimum Acceleration 96 Min Cnt. Speed - Climb xr Landing 125

Straight and Level Decel 97 Scissors 126

Turning DeWel 98 High g Reversal 127

Axial Tracking 99 One-O-rc•e Lead Tun 128

Axial Acquisition 100 Fr.estyli Slow-Speed Turn 129

Pitch Unload from Ca.% 101 AeriA! Recovery 130

Bank-to-Bank Roll 102 Air r'o• 131

Ma'&imumn Sideslip 103 Collision Avoi-=nce 132

Sideslip Tracking 104 Combat Descent 133

Arrest High Sink Rate 105 Freestyle Ncse -High Reversal 134

HaanmerHead 106 Slow Speed Attack 135

Fiecstyle Low-Speed Accel 107 Guns Jink 136

Dynamic Deceleration 108 Immelman 137

Precise Speed Control 109 Pitch Back 138

Precise Speed Control 110 Reatwack 139

Guns Jink 111 Rolling Attack 140

Multiple Rolls 112 Snapshot 141

Point Rolls 113 Split-S 1.42

Defensive Spiral 114 Tracking 143

Decel to Loaded Roll Underneath 115 Tramition from Defense to Attack 144

Freestyle Roll and Capture. 116 Vertical Leed Turn 145

90, Roll and Vertical Scan Track 117 Vertical Reverse 146

Barrel Roll 118 Unnamed 147

Unnamed 119 Unnamed 148

Roll Agility Task 1.0 120 Unnamed 149

Circling Approach to Landing 121 TEJ'A 150
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